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Modern Indian Maid Guards Grave of
Ancestor in Famed Tribe's Cemetery
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Santa Fe, August 1. (Special.)
The interest which has been maul
tested in the successor to A. M. Her
gere. clerk of the first Judicial dis
trlct court, was rewarded today by
the anouncement of the appointment
of Francis C. Wilson, formerly a clerk
in the department of commerce aict
labor at Washington.
Wilson is here but will not take
office until August 10th.
He is about thirty years of age, a
graduate of Harvard university and
the Columbia law school. He is mar-rie- d
and expects to bring his wife to
Santa. Fe in the near future.
Mr. Wilson formerly lived in Boston, Massachusetts, and is the son of
a retired attorney there.
E. P. Holcomb, who is acting ns
clerk, will remain in chargo until
Mr. Wilson takes charge.
Jury Drawing Will Wait.
The Jury venires for the fall term
of the district court have not been
drawn and It Is announced that they
will not be drawn until Mr. Wilson
takes formal charge of the office.
Indictments in Iuid Deals.
It is said that the assltant attorneys
general and the special officers expect
to try and secure a numiber of In
dictments In land deals and other
cases before the next grand jury in
this county.
Ormsby McIIarg and E. P. Gordon, the assistant U. S. attorney gen
erals, have not made a statement ana
while they imeet all representatives
of the press dally, they absolutely
refuse to make any statements as to
their plans. It is known, however.
that special land officers and other
federal omciais are in various por
tlons of New Mexico conducting In
vestigations of land deals and other
matters of a like nature.
Oilier Hemovals Humoral.
The usual amount of rumors are
afloat here today. Among the latest
are that several Judges of district
courts are slated for removal as well
as their clerks.
These rumors, like many others
can not ibe traced further than street
talk. Another report is that E. 1.
Gordon Is known as an indictment
expert" and that he has been sent to
New Mexico for the sole purpose of
drawing up the indictments for the
special officers.
I SiHviul Agents' Counsel.
Mr. Gordon, it is also said, will be
he man "behind the gun," In all legal proceedings which the special officers may consider advisable and that
in other words, he is the chief counsel for the special agents. This role
heretofore had been assigned by ru
mor to Mr. McIIarg.
The amusing part of the whole
matter Is that those who have heretofore assumed the "I told you so"
air. appear to watch proceedings with
considerable uneasiness akin to fear.
IfcxMimcntarv Evidence.
It Is said that a large amount of
documentary evidence is being compiled from day to day by ppeclal officers and submitted to McIIarg and
Gordon for their consideration.
The nature of this evidence, If the
report is true, can not be learned.
One side is in the dark as much as
the other and the two assistants to
the I'. S. attorney general ao,.ear tj
be the only ones who really know
what is beipp done.
They say t'ijy hav; made r.o state
ments and th it any gossip as ti their
work Is mri! gues work jn the purl
ot the publl".

.Albuquerque may yet have a big
smelter, notwithstanding the fact thai
Mining company has
the
decided to locate Its plant at Canon
City, Colo. In fact, while the land
is practically In condition lor purchase for a site for this company's
smelter and the fueX transportation
and other problems had been settled
In favor ot the company, the leaders In the movement to secure the
smelter are not feeling at all badly
over the change In location.
Two
other propositions, both for smelters
much larger than the
plant, have been attracted by the offer of Albuquerque to the
company, and It is believed that
one of these companies will locate au
immense plant here.
.Leading business men today state
that negotiations which have beeu
under way for some days, will now
be pushed to a conclusion and that
Albuquerque will have a smeller
within a short time.
George ti. Brooks, president of the
Commercial club, stated today;
President Optimistic.
"When we first 'began negotatlng
with Mr. Traylor. of the
company, the proposition was that
he would erect a smelter with a capacity of liuu tons a day. but of late
he was merely considering a fifty- ton iplant, that is to start wltn. Con
sidering the fact that he was able to
acquire a plant which cost a million
dollars for a song at Canon City it
is not to Ibe wondered at that his
company finally decided to locate at
place. Yet it seems strange that
that company
would deem It aaviathe
able to establish its plant so far from
lis base of ore supplies which is th
Kelly district of New Mexico.
"A smelter In this country cannot
to
run in opposition
the smeller
trust if It must depend upon custom
by the
over
plant
taken
The
trade.
company at Canon City
had to cease operations by reason of
the competition of the smelter trust
which cut Its smelter charges in that
vicinity until the rival works were
compelled to go out of business.
Thus this big plant became practical
ly worthless and was bought for a
very low price by the
company. 1 venture to state that a
well equipped smeller established in
Albuquerque could handle Traylor'
ore from the company's mine south
of here cheaper than he can handle
them himself after paying the cost
of transportation to Canon City.
Expect Success.
"The people of Albuquerque have
worked hard for a smelter; the business men have contributed generously to provide a site and no end of
effort has been made toward guaranteeing the necessary supply of slack
and coal at reasonable price for ths
smelter people. Moreover, most advantageous rates were promised by
the railroads, both for ore and fuel
Naturally none of these
shipments.
advantages are lost and they can still
be taken advantage of by other concerns that may locate here. This city
is now in a position to offer better
inducements to a smelter company
than ever before and we do Jiol entertain any doubt that a big smelter
can find it worth while to come here.
So we do not feel that the work we
have done has been in vain. In faot
two large firms are at present negotiating in regard to establishing big
plants here and both of these are
considering bigger 'propositions, by
far, than the Traylor proposition."
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Philadelphia, August 1. Kdmond
Wat.-opresident of the Northern
National hank and treasurer of the
it it y Hess itrcwlng Co.. was found
dead in the swimming pool of the
Columbia club early today. Watson's
f unily Is away and he spent much of
the summer at the club.
1
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TEACHER

Frederick W. Cantleld, of Ctiea. N.
formerly art teacher at the Carlisle Indian school In Pennsylvania,
was married to Miss Ann Goutler, a
full blooded Pueblo Indian girl, at
The bride and
Seama yesterday.
grom will leave In a short time for
Neah Pay, Wash., where they will
Intake charge of tlu government Can-field
dian school at that place. Mr.
is well known as a writer of
short fiction.
Mr. and Mrs. Cantleld will spend
several days visiting the Indian villages near Seama, before leaving for
Washington.
Mrs. C. E. Colgrove. of the local
Indian school, attended the Wedding.
The groom is the son of William
W. Caiitichl of the 'ilea (New York)
Daily observer, one of the veteran
journalists of New Yolk.
Y.,

160 SQUARE MILES
OF GRAIN

15.

i

PRELIMINARY

I

RUINED

Aberdeen. South Dakota, August 1.
One hundred
and sixty squire
miles of growing grain in lirown and
Spink counties was practically destroyed Tuesday night by the worst
hail storm in that vicinity In many
years. The storm was accompanied
by a high wind.
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I.ydla Conley, of Wynmlot tribe, and only Indian woman lawyer in
the I' nl led States.

INDIAN WOMAN GUARDS EVERYBODY

SOME

DID

SHOOTING

HER ANCESTORS'

IN

Jap Clark Case Brings Out

Government Would Sell Cemetery But She Watches
With Shotgun.

Interesting Account of
Willing of Jim Chase.

WILL NOT PERMIT
BODY EXHUMED AND FOUND
REMOVAL OF BODIES
IN GOOD CONDITION
Kansas City, Kan., August 1. In
order to protect the grave of her
mother and to keep the government
from despoiling it, Miss Lyda Con-lethe only Indian woman lawyer
In the country, has erected a cottage In the center of Huron cemetery here, and with a shotgun will
drive off those who attempt to take
possession of the property.
Uncle
Sam has undertaken to sell the property which is the last resting place
of the old and famous tribe of Wyandot Indians which once occupied the
w hole state of Ohio,
and which was
driven slowly westward, making its
In
last stand
Kansas.
The government ,at the request of
the city authorities, has had a commission appointed to dispose of the
property. Miss Conley sought to prevent this in the federal circuit court,
but she has been ruled against, and
it was the ruling that caused her to
prepare to guard her mother's grave
when the time comes. She says no
one shall move the bodies ot her
loved ones from their resting place
so long as she is able to lift a hand
in protest.
She I si an Attomev.
Miss Conley has many of the popular attributes of the Indian. It is
her boast that illness is a stranger to
her, merely by reason of the fact that
she instinctively obeys the Indian
rules of health. She can work for
days without food and yet without
feeling fatigue. In fact, her whole
time is spent in & manner that would
put a girl less hardy out of the running in a very short time. From
early morning until late at night she
is busy with her practice, besides
reading authorities
to sustain her
contention regarding Indian rights In
the federal court. She has been a
practicing attorney for five years.
y,
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Gallup, N. M August 1.
James McFarland. the special officer of the Santa Fe, who was shot
and badly wounded last Friday by
two tramps ut Helen, and who passed
through Albuquerque yesterday
en
route to Gallup to view two suspects
held here, declared this morning that
one of tho men In the Gallup Jail Is
the man who shot him, but he cannot
Identify the other and does not believe he was with the man who did
the shooting.
McFarland will go to Demlng this
evening to look nt two men who are
under arrest there on suspicion of
being Implicated In the shooting. His
inspection will determine
whether
these men shall be held or not.
The man In Jail here whom he dors
not Implicate in the shooting will be
released. He was arrested last Saturday at this place in company with
the other man but Insists that he had
Just met the fellow and did not even
know his name or where he had
come from.
(shot by Tramps.
at Helen
McFarland was shot
shortly after the arrival of No. 9 last
Friday morning. He had started to
walk along the train on his usual Inspection trip, looking for hoboes,
who habitually ride beneath and on
top of this train, when two men
He
darted off the blind baggage.
called to them to halt and when they
kept on running, he fired a shot into
the ground in order to frighten them.
The shot, however, had the opposite
effect. One of the two stopped and
fired nt McFarland. After a running
fight, McFarland recel. 'd a bullet In
his back near his spine and the other escaped in the confusion following
McFarland's fall. A careful search
was made for him but It was not
until two men were arrested at Gallup and two others at Demlng that
the search began to have results.
Identifies one Man.
McFarland was rushed to the Santa Fe hospital at Laa Vegas and
owing to his good constitution,
he
rapidly. Tuesday night
recovered
he insisted on leaving the hospital In
order to identify the men at Gallup
If possible.
The physicians there assented and he went to Albuquerque,
remaining there until last night when
he came to Gallup. On his arrival
here he immediately went to the Jail
and promptly picked out one of the
two men from among several others
is the man who hud fired the shots
The fellow disat him at Helen.
claimed his guilt und declared mat
he had never seen the officer before,
but McFarland Is positive that he Is
the man nnd thinks ho can further
prove his Identity by citizens of Helen
und others who saw the shooting.
The accused man gives several
names, according to officers who have
interviewed him. Ho will be taken to
Albuquerque tonight on train No. 8,
providing he will go without a warrant. Should he refuse a warrant will
be sworn out for him In Valencia
county and he will lie taken there for
trial as soon as the warrant can
reach Gallup.
McF-rlanstated to friends yesterday that he would have no difficulty
In identifying the men who did the
shooting, as they ran away through
the brilliant light cast from the electric headlight of No. 9's locomotive,
and were seen by the englnemen and
several others.
The arrests at Gallup and Demlng
were made through Hen Williams,
Santa Fe special officers at Albuquerque, who went to Helen Immediately
after tho shooting.
(Sm-cIii1-

Miss

In Woman Will Remain Jn Socorro Jail Until Justice
of Peace

ENROUTE

SHE WILL PROBABLY
TO SCENE

BE ACQUITTED

Officer Will Go to Demlng Tonight American Physician Tells of Mas
to View Men Held There For
sacre. Its Cause, and Inability
of Sultan or Pashas to
Alleged Complicity
In Crime Last
Protect Foreigners
In Morocco.
Friday.

Tri-Buili-

MEN

Pittsburg. Pa., August 1. A fire
at Marshalsea, Pittsburg's city "poor
farm, which broke out last night, for
several hours threatened tile destruccm
tion of all the buildings
the
gr Hinds, but was confined to the
buildings used as a laundry, hake-shokitchen and chapel. The loss
is fifty thousand dollars.
Six employes, who were
fighting
the flames, were caught under falling wall. Samuel Means was crushed to death and W. H. Larkin so
seriously injured that his rocovery is
doubtful. The others aro not dangerously hurt.
Nearly five hundred Insane inmates
were removed from danger without
trouble.
DEAD

EXTERMINATE

Blanca
Which Nine Whites
Met Death Is
Beginning.

There Is Man Who
Shot Him at
Belen.

Usual Array of Gossip on the Proposed Plants Will be Large
and Well Worth Going
Streets of Capital City Today.
Brooks Optimistic
Special Agents In Other
Regarding
Territory
Present
Parts of
Situation. '
Getting Busy.

FOUND

TO

,

Says One of Pair Arrested Attack at Casa

IMMEDIATE SUCCESS

BE

FIRE KILLS

'

GALLUP

C. Wilson of Depart-

REPORTED

NUMBER 180.

"HOLY WAR" OF ARABS jMRS.PERALTA AWAITING

CLERK

Francis

FORECAST

Denver, Colo., Aug. (."Generally fair tonight and Friday.
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Kstancia. N. M., August 1. (Sw-cia- l)
Considerable of a sensation
caused in the trial or "Jap"
Clark, a cowboy, charged with killing James Chase, two years ago at
Torrance, this county, when Julia
Carvin, under
cros examination,
stated positively that she saw Clark's
companion and personal friend,
shoot Chase down with a large
caliber Winchester, following Chas'
tight in the street with Clark.
Julia liaivln said that after Clark
shot Chase, the deputy sheriff was
able to walk and that he made his
way to a house, a short distance from
where the fight in tho street took
place.
The witness then stated that she
saw McKean, a short distance away,
raise a Winchester to his shoulder
and Hie. Chase then fell to the
ground.
A short time after Chase fell, Wilson McFarland ran to where Chase
lay but turned und began shooting
tovvard's his (McFarlaud's) horse as
the animal was trying to run away.
In fact from the testimony of witnesses, nearly every one in Torrance,
who had a gun, was shooting at something or other.
Tho case will probably go to the
Jury tomorrow and the verdict is in
doubt. The following witnesses have
been examined in the case thus far:
J. C. Gilbert, Wilson McFarland. Ul-li- e
McFarland, Julia (iarvin, J. W.
Mayes, I'. ;. Hill.
Michaels,
DocJames Smart and Frank Davidson.
0H-rut- r
Saw Shooting.
line of the strongest witnesses for
the prosecution is believed to be J.
W. Mayes, who was the telegraph operator at Torrance at the time of the
killing, and who Is now an insurance
agent and attorney at Santa Fe. Mayes reached Kstancia last evening and
went on the Hand today. Ho stood
on the platform of the little station In BRITT
Torrance in plain view of Clark and
Chase and saw the light from start to
was

lie-Kea- n,

-

finish.

Clark has not been placed on the
stand In his own defense will prob-ubl- y
not be.
Says it Hill Kcir Defense.
TO CASA BLANCA
He admits that he shot t'hase but
says that Chase first drew a
and began shooting at
August 1. The lit in. whirled
Paris,
France,
leg
Clark was
cruiser Forbin, now at the Azores, but did not fall. wounded in the
has been ordered to go immediately'
he and Chase had ceased firto Cas.1 lilanca, where a massacre of ingAfter
at one another, Chase walked
foreigners occurred yesterday. Two around
corner and was passing
the
cruisers at Toulon have also been or- near a house, a short
from
dered to prepaie to lesve for tne where he and Clark haddistance
fought when
same destination.
he fell.
It was at tills point that Julia
(Jarviu says she saw McKean, who
bad been Joined by Clark at another
EXPECTS NATIONAL
up the street, shoot
bous.. fuitlo-Chase with a Winchester.
was carried In a blanket to
PROHIBITION SHORTLY a I'hase
nearby bouse where lie died. He
was shot through the abdomen and
through the hips.
Chase and McKean 111 the meanChicago, August 1. "Every state
got Into their buggy and started
time
in the uiiiou will, at a comparatively
of town. About this time, a man
early dale, be free from tile legalized out
neighborhood recognized theiu
liquor traffic," said Charles it. Jones, in Ibe
began firing with a Winchester.
chairman of the national prohibition andThere
was some testimony to the
committee, last night.
that I'laik drove the horses
Join s b ishs his prediction on toe effect
while McKean stood on the buggy
fiction of (icoiKia in enrolling Itself sent
und returned the fire with U
among the "dry states." Ho believes
that the republicans and democrats
A feature of the trial was the bulwill be fighting over the liquor question as their main issue at an early let riddled clothing of James Chase
date.
(Continued on Page Kiglit.)
r

Her Story of Killing of Jesus
to Protect Her Daughter.
Is Receiving Confirmation
From Several Sources
Today.

Pa-dil- la

Tangier, August 1. Dr. Merl.
Who arrived h..r
Inst nlnhl n
ih.
German shin, which i.rmiriin
ber of Jews and other refugees from
is me nearer of a report touianca.
the French charge d affaires
nere, snowing mat the slaughter of
Kuropeans in Casa lilanca was the
uuici'ine oi a. jioiy 'war preached by
the Arabs for the extermination uf
all Europeans.
On Monday night
a number of
Arabs entered Casa lilanca and demanded that the harbor improvements cease. The pasha of Casa
Hlanca pointed out that the work was
being done with the sanction of the
sultan, whereupon the chief replied
that the sultan was no longer their
ruler, as he obeyed Christians.
Incited Murderous lUot.
He then began to incite the natives to exterminate the Jews a.i I
Kuropeans.
one European
was
stoned and hacked, to 'pieces.
Various residents made a rush for
the French and Spanish consulates
for protection, and during their flight
at least eight were killed.
The French consul, demanded that
the pasha provide a guard to recover
the bodies, but when the. rescue party
reached the scene it was charged by
a nuTntber of Arnh hnrfl.nion n , i
to flight. In the meantime the Jevs
and Kuropeans were takeu a'.ioard a
Herman snip.
It Is expected that Casa Blanca
will be Invaded by 20.000 Arabs
The Frmich rni!,..
lo ll'n.
which left here last night for that
piace, snouiu arrive mere today.
o--

v.

ITALIAN

IS

ROYAL MOTHER

GREATLY

People Watching For Interest
ing Event This
Fall.
Home, Italy, August 1
The Italian people are awaiting with Interest
the coming of Europe's next royal
Siaby.
It is stated with authority
that Queen Helena will present King

Socorro, N. M., August 1. (Special) There are no new developments In the case of Mrs. Louis Per-alt- a,
held here for the killing qf
Jesus Padilla, son of her
neighbor, which was told In The Citizen last night, except that offers of
assistance and profers to go on her
bond as soon aa the court Axes the
amount, are being made almost
hourly.
Many of these offers are coming
from San Antonio and San Antontto.
the latter being a small village, practically part of San Antonio, and
where both parties to the killing
lived. Mrs. Peralta has always borne
an excellent reputation In this county, her family being known for its
honesty and thrifty qualities
and
there Is not the slightest doubt but
as
Wiat she will obtain bond
soon aa
the court acta in the matter.
Await a Prclimlimry.
Her preliminary hearing will be
held at San Antonio, before the Justice of the peace In that precinct and
it is the general belief of her neighbors and friends that she will be
cleared of the charge of murdering
the boy, as it Is almost certain that
she can clearly show the Justice that
the boy was trespassing on her property, and that she believed he had
come to harm her daughter, at whose
window some of the party he waa a
member of, had tapped several times
Just prior to the shooting. She also
expects to show that she had
warned the boys to keep away
from her home and that she had
called to them three times on the
night of the killing, warning them
that they must keep away from tne
girls' bed chamber window.
Conceals Nothing.
The frail native woman, bent with
age, her gray hair neatly arranged
und clothing showing evidences of
the careful habits of the wearer, alb
In her cell at the county Jail, occasionally weeping over the tragedy
which she feels was necessary to protect her home and the honor of her
family. She talks as freely aa her
tears will permit with everyone and
has never made the slightest effort
to conceal anything.
Her statementa
are borne out in detail by her daughters, and also by other facts in connection with the case.
Can Give lloiul.
Should the Justice at San Antonio
hold her to the grand Jury without
bond, application will be made Immediately to the district Judge to fix
bond for her, and there seems not
the slightest doubt that she will be
released in a short time, either by
action of the Justice at the preliminary, when she may be discharged
from custody, or in case he commlta
her to Jail to await action of the
ifiMini iinv hv the flxlnor of bond bv
the district court.
Offers to go on her bond have been
made by some of the richest men In
the county and it Is staled here that
she will be able to give almost any
amount necessary to secure her reprcr-vlous- ly

lease.

SAYS SUCH AFFAIRS
CAUSE CIVIL WAR

IS READY
FOR ALL

THEII

COMERS
V,

San Francisco, August 1. Jimmy
lirlft made the following statement
after his tight last night with "Hat-tling- "
Nelson, In which the decision
was given In his favor at the end of
twenty rounds.
"Nelson could not have gone half
I am
willing to
a round further.
meet nny 133 pound man in the
world."
Nelson said: "I have no excuses.
Hritt fought a good fight, but at that
I
think he won In the last round. I
did my best."

-

Vi i:i:x HKi.tM:.
Victor with a fourth little one dur
inji the fall.
The royal Italian family Is one of
the most Interesting of the world's
kingly people. Tho king Is a lover
of children and wherever he goes,
his admiration for the little ones is
openly avowed. The queen Is a true
mother and her three children have
been taught all of the necessities of
NATIVE MACHINISTS
home life anil are accomplished in
lie arts of hniiemaking.
The expected event will he watchWANT MORE PAY ed with unusual interest hi Italy, owing to the popularity of the beautiful queen, who Is almost worshipped
ltutte, Mont., August 1. The re- by tile people.
fusal of the mine owners to grant an
increase of 50 cents per day to the li:i.l
ANDItlAVS 1I.I
machinists employed in the mines
1. i:VK WsllN(.io
TONIGHT
was followed by tho calling out of the
of the machinists' union at
C C S
midnight last night. About J5'J men t
Washington, I), c. August 1.
belong to the union.
Delegite W. II. An- The present wage scale Is I C0 per
drews will leave Washington to- day.
Should the strike last long It
night
for Albuquerque.
will result in shutting
down the
mines.
I

Chippewa Falls, Wis., August 1.
Congressman Jenkins,
chairman of
the house Judiciary committee, last
night issued a statement relative to
tile North Carolina railroad rate Imbroglio.
He says there never has
been any event since the civil war
that calls for so severe condemnation
as the recent senseless tirade on behalf of the states against the nation.
He adds that It Is humiliating that
the matter has been compromised,
and that the nation has to some extent surrendered.
"The civil war was the result of
such agitation and we may pave
earlier than we want another civil
war." he said. "T avert such a calamity and preserve the nation, we
must conform to the law, obey the
law and have the law framed according to the framework pro.ided
by the constitution."
Judge Jenkins points out that the
supreme court of the I'nitid
tate
is made the final Judi between the
n.
He beiitves
state and the nati
saoulj
of a
that the
keep cool, maintaining
ni. dignity.
and remember that lv nas to de- peiid on the Vidl. iary of tne country
to
the union
exec-aliv-

RETURN

(.li:

(SM-elitl-

)

TO WORK

Duluth. Minn.. August 1. Work
docks began promptly
this morning with 243 men, and mote
were put on as the day udvauced.
Tnere was no trouble. Loading begin at the Hull ll"st mine at nibbing today and no violence has been
reported.
on the ore

ALBUQUERQUE
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See Our Fine Line of Rockers

EVENING

CITIZEN.

MINING

ACTIVE WOOL GROWERS
CONVENTION

T

Prices ranging from
$1.50 to $25.00

a

CUT PRICES!

CUT PRICES!

CUT PRICES ARE NOW ON THE BILL

CALLED

OiXXXXXXXXOOOOOOC

Golden, weathered and plain

oak, Mahogany and wickers.
Prices and quality will suit you.
Cash or payments.

FURNITURE

crxxirmtoirxixxxxxxxxxxxxT

HXXXXI1XHXTHXIIXXIXXXXIIITTT13

I

FUTRELLE

nirnsBAT, Arous

Large Tonnage of Ore Being Meeting Will be Held In Albuquerque October
Taken From Atany
7

Shafib.

CO.

and 8.

West End Viaduct

Winter's lingering in the lap of Spring did it. Perhaps you remember
that, when we expected pleasant weather early in the spring, it snowed. Then
it snowed again. And then it snowed between snows and all at the time
when we should have been selling Spring things. The short season leaves our
stock too large. NOW THINGS MUST GO. New season and new stock in
view. Plenty of time to wear light weights but short time in which to sell
them. So, here goes. The more you buy the more you'll save. That's the

::::::::::

One of the biggest events of the
Globe, Ariz., Aug. 1. Mining in
the Globe district is unusually na territorial fair week will be the conof the New Mexico Wool
tive at the present time nnd there is vention
every reason to believe that the pres- Growers' association, which will be
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whole story.
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was chosen several
wards of 6(1 cars of freight In a sin- and Albuquerque
gle day.
The influx of miners into weeks ago as the place where It
was stated in The
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the camp has been very large but the would
Citizen at the time. 1'rnniinent
majority are Inexperienced.
of the National Wool Growers'
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have beer. Invited to athoisted at the Old Dominion mine asociatlon
this convention
tend
and some of
are being
and regular shipments
them have, promised to be present.
made from the United Globe, Conti The
assembling of so large a body
Connental and Keystone group.
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the livestock features
much
to
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r.rownsvllle. has
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been constructed. It was a Yoakum
cross-cu- t
on the 15th level Is well
enterprise and intended to give the started and should cut No. 1 sulph.de Is the olliclal call:
August 1, 1907.
Frisco-Roc- k
Island syndicate a line vein soon. The
Call for the Convention.
Into this portion of the state, hereto- winze Is over 7 5 feet below the 14i.il
fore controlled by Unrrlmnn's South- level and Is going down as fast as To the Members of the New Mexico
ern Pacific lines. The Union Trust three shifts can sink It. All the lin- Wool Growers' Association and All
company financed the Rrownsvllle lortant stopes on the several levels
3. D. EaklB, President
Cnas. Melinl, Secretory
Others Interested In the Welfare of
road, for which Yoakum secured look well and there is a steady In
the Sheep and Wool Growing In
O. Olomi, Vie President.
O. BachecaL Treaamrcs,
valuable concessions for its extension crease of ore blocked out.
dustry :
mio Mexico.
company Is
Under the constitution and
a
Tho
The directors of the Pt. Louis,
about 15 tons of ore daily of this organization it becomes my
Brownsville and Mexico, it Is said, shipping
the Old Dominion. Development duty to notify you that In accordance
disagreed with Yoakum some time to
Is being carried on with good with the action of the executive com
Bueeeiaors to
ago on certain policies, nnd It is work
results,
the drift on the lower level mittee the second annual convention
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to
passes
Harrlman looking especially
stated the control
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the Texas laws the Southern racific, very
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line
own
or Harrimnn. interest can not
tober 7th and 8th, l'J07.
operate this new road, which Is from the Valencia property. The ore,
The New Mexico Wool Growers' as
Explanation of Situation Made or
the bottom of sociation
a parallel line and a competitor of which was taken from
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the
systwo
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W
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other
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convention ever held in
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proceed
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which
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lated
Mexico.
It was created to look
ger Agent.
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ing property and the company
Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest fee lea. 8.
In the matter and the Yoakum Inafter the interests of the sheep and Sect Has Purchased 50.000
preparing for active development.
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louie A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
terests pre backing the proposition.
growers
wool
of New Mexico, and
iTogrcss.
Excellent
Green River, V. H. McBrayere Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Men.
progress is being made matters concerning the prosperity ol
In discussing the two cent passen-rat- e
Acres of Land Near
round at Excellent
J. P. Whiteford, general
the Industry.
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doirlte. The shaft at the Mulas well as the
tour of the shops nnd yards yester still
A colony of Dunkards has just
are lining up our rates on the basis day.
lory is over 700 feet deep and It Is age, scab eradication,
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a
purchased
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be
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expected
that
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m
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crease In travel to result from, a yesterday
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In the round house and superln-tendinYours truly,
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South Second and Lead
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Territorial

PUBUG FUNDS

COMMERCIAL CLUB

Mountalnnlr, X. M August 1.
(Sxflal.) At an enthustic meeting
held In Dunlavy hall last night the
The Socorro county fair promises Mountalnnlr Commercial
club was
to be a humjTier.
organized with the following named
officers: Jas. H. Rhnads, president;
n
W. H. Tarr and Miss Lillian
Jas. P. Dunlavy, vice president; Wm.
were married at Silver City M. McCoy, secretary; John A. Land,
Sunday.

OF JULY

Hoi-stei-

Territorial Treasurer Makes
Report of Receipts From
Many Sources.

CITIZEN.

treasurer, and John W. Corbett, Geo.
V. Hanlon, Jan. P. Dunlavv, Sherman
S. Carmony, Jas. E. Alstaten
and

Topics

FOR MONTH

EVENING

Mr. Campbell has under consideration the matter of putting In a model
farm at this place and will spend a
John A. Land, executive committee, day or two here looking
over the
of which the president Is
situation. One of the features of his
chairman.
entertainment wll bo n drive to the
Arrangements were mada with If. old apple trees at Manzano, In which
W. Campbell, of Lincoln, Neb., the Mr. Campbell Is greatly Interested.
npostle of dry farming, to lecture
here some time In August or the
De Witt's Little Early Ulsers don't
first of September.
It Is proposed sicken or gripe. Small pills, easy to
to make an exhibit of products grown
here and If possible, to get excur- take. Sold by J. H. O' Hlelly & Co.
De Witt's Carbonized Witch Hazel
sions from Albuquerque,
Santa Fe
and other local points and also from Salve penetrates the pores and heals
new
the east over the
Helen cut-of- f.
quickly. Sold by J. H. O'Hielly & Co.

J.

BALDRIDGE

C.

OCA LCK IN NATIVE A MO CHICAGO LUMBER

lo

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S
PAINT-Cov- ers
mors, look! best, wsars
th longest, most tconotnlcal; full measure.
BUILDINQ
PAPER Always m atock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
Paint, Olasa, Bash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AXP COAL AVE. ALIJCQCERQCE, NEW MEX.

C.LKeppeler

That Socorro Is a "live one" Is conclusively proven by the "big doingi"
In the Gem City.
J. L. Feeney and Miss Eva Crls-we- ll
were united in marriaga Sunday
at Silver City, X. M.

Socorro Is figuring on sending a
ball team to compete lu the contests
fan la Fi X. M., August 1. The at the territorial fair.
follow iiff jmblic funds huve boen
by Territorial Treasurer J. H.
J. V. Jenkins was wedded to Miss
Vaughn for the month of July:
Kate Mackal at Silver City, X. M .
evening In the presence of a
Sunday
anFrom United States treasurer,
nual appropriation for support anil number of friends.
maintenance of College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts, $30,(100.
At Morenclal, Ariz., last week DepJ. W. HaynoWs, secretary of tne uty Sheriff Len Scott took the noterritory, corporation filings for quar- torious Tmbe Lacy to the county Jail,
w here he wil be held on a charge of
ter ending June 30, $4,600.
Vernon I... Sullivan, territorial en- horse stealing.
Lacy was released
gineer, credit of hydrographlc survey, from the penitentiary only a few
$169.80.
weks ago. where he served a term
Jacabo Chaves, superintendent of of two years for cattle stealing.
Insurance, insurance fund. $267.
of
Ben Ferguson and his wife, Belle
Hubert P. Krvien, secretary
rent Ferguson, the woman who figured as
capitol custodian commission,
for legislative halls from United a principal in a sensational
elopement, terminating In a tragedy in
States. $1,200.
Robert P. Krvien, commissioner of the town of Mesa, Ariz., on June 1
public lands, to credit of following bust, have become reconciled and are
again living in Safford, going there
funds:
Common school Income fund. from Mesa the latter part of last
University Income
fund, week.
$93.15;
$4,130; Palace Income fund, $140. Total. $4,363.15.
The first legal marriage
license
W. C. Barnes, secretary of Cattle ever Issued to a Mohave-Apach- e
InSanitary
Indemnity dian was Issued at Phoenix, Ariz.,
bonrd cattle
fund. $2,797.25.
Tuesday by Judge Jhllllps to an Inof dian named George Hay, who marMarlon Littrell, superintendent
penitentiary, convicts' earnings fund, ried an Indian girl who lives at Kel$3,689.42.
vin.
The ceremony was performed
A. M. Hergere. clerk of First Judiby V. H. Gill, the Indian agent who
cial district, clerk's fees, $446.50.
has been stationed at McDowell resJohn Venable, clerk of Second ervation.
Judicial district, clerk's fees. $633.25.
V. K. Martin, clerk of Third Juui-clA man giving his name as John
district, clerk's fees, $586.30.
Scruggs was arested at Bisbee. Ariz.,
Secundino Uomero, clerk of Fourth Tuesday on a charge of passing a
Judicial district, clerk's fees. $544.10. worthless check on the Copper Queen
S. I. Roberts, clerk of Fifth Judistore, for the sum of $7.50, which
was paid him.
cial district, clerk's fees, $827.25.
Other checks were
Charles P. Downs, clerk of Sixth pased In the city, by Scruggs, the ofJudicial district, clerk's fees, $468.70. ficers say, two on Williams & Tovrea,
liernallllo County John S. Heav- aggregating $38. and one on Dick
en, treasurer:
Tax of 1906,
Humphreys for $66.
Smith Iea,
Chaves Countv J.
Cards have been received by
treasurer: Tax of 1902. $13.44; 1904. friends In this city announcing the
$3.65; 1905. 24c; 1906, $10,805.70. marriage on Tuesday, July 23, at
Total, $10,822.94.
Illinois, of Miss Mary Olive
Colfax County George J. Pace, W'rightsman, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. S. S. Wrightsman to Charles
treasurer: Tax of 1906, $4,968.70.
Dona Ana County Oscar Lohman, Gott. The newly married couple will
1 at
treasurer: Tax of 1903. 30c; 1904, be at home after September
1906, $5,833.39. Franklin, Louisiana. ' Miss Wrights-ma- n
$2.S2; 1905, $1.79;
was formerly a teacher In the
Total. $5,838.30.
H. Marchant, Santa Fe public schools.
Eddy County-treasurer: Tax of 1906, $5,896.
Agee,
Grant
Countv Jackson
In the district court at Globe. Aritreasurer: Tax of 1904, $2.40; 1905, zona, the Old Dominion Commercial
Total,
$40.11; 1906, $4,344.92.
company has filed suit against the
Keystone Copper company to recover
Guadalupe County Jose Y rmt-J- upon a promissory note for $35,566.-2Tax
1906.
$721.20.
of
treasurer:
The amount was borrowed by
Luna Countv E. J. Carskadon, the Keystone company for a period
treasurer: Tax of 1905. $25.84; 1906, of three months, secured by a mortgage upon the mines of the company
$2,389.83.
Total. $2,415.67.
Lincoln County J. M. Penfleld, in this district. The Old Dominion
treasurer: Tax of 1904, 31c; 1905, Commercial company asks that the
$2.23; 1906, $3,180.b4.
Total,
mortgage lien be foreclosed.
McKlnley County- Palmer Kett-ne- r,
Jose Dolores Vigil of Taos, died
treasurer: Tax of 1906, $169.96. Tuesday at St. Vinvent's hospital In
IT.
Strong, Santa Fe. He had been a patient
Mora County Charles
treasurer: Tax of 1902, 18c; 1903, of the Institution only three days, his
1906, condition being precarious when he
61c; 1904. 59c; 1905.
93c;
was brought to Santa Fe for treatTotal, $361.61.
$359.30.
Otero Countv J. C. Dunn, treasur- ment. He had been a sufferer from
er: Tax of 1905, $8.11; 1906,
a cancer of the neck which finally
Tota. $1,463.94.
resulted in his demise. Mr. Vigil was
years of age and was a
Quay County Floreneio Martinez, fifty-liv- e
1906,
$912.06.
treasurer: Tax of
ratK'her by occupation. He leaves a
Hlo
Arriba County Miguel A. family consisting of four sons and
one daughter.
Gonzales, treasurer: Tax of
His wife has been
dead for some time.
Roosevelt County P.. J. Reagan,
treasurer: Tax of 1905, $25.89; 19i,
Papers have been filed at Phoenix,
Total, $4,511.28.
$4,485.39.
Ariz., for the Gold Reserve Mining
SanSandoval County Alejandro
and Mlllng company, capital stock
doval treasurer: Tax of 1906,
$1,000,000; Incorporators It. W. Cor-re- l,
CopF. D. Cooper;
V. E. Williams, per Mining company, capital stock
San Juan County
$2,030.
treasurer: Tax of 1906.
$1,000,000; incorporators R. V. Cor-rel- l,
San Miguel County Eugenlo RoF. D. Cooper; Greenstone Copmero, treasurer: Tax of 1901, 16c; per Bill Mining company, capital
1904. 3c; 1905. $3.65; 1906, $2,71.9-4stock $1,000,000; Incorporators J. A.
Laney. E. J. Phelan, J. E. Wait;
Total. $2,723.30.
Santa Fe County Celso Lopez, Colorado Coal, Clay and Copper comtreasurer: Tax of 1902, 8c: 1905, pany, capital stock $1,000,000; In37c; 1906. $2,636.09.
Total, $2,636.-5- corporators George S. Hall, H. P.
Hardy, C. A. Mcljelland; J. H. orms-b- y
company, J. H. Ormsby, Stacy C.
Sierra Countv John C. Plemmons,
Ijimb, W. A. Ventur; Ely King Coptreasurer: Tax of 1906, $2,390.91.
Socorro County Jose E. Torres, per and Lead company, capital stock
treasurer: Tax of 1902. $1.77; 1904 $3,000,000,
Incorporators
Alfred
86c; 1905. $4.96;
1906,
$1,444.69. Adams, J. Norton Adams, Hunter B.
Total. $1,452.28.
Supples; D. and M. Curtain Fixture
County-treasu- rer: Xlcolas
Anaya, company, capital $500,000, incorporaTaos
Tax of 1906, $887.76.
tors J. M. Green, C. E. Hickok, J.
Torrance Countv Xacarlo Torres, D. Dolso.
treasurer: Tax of 1906. $181.84.
Union Countv S. A. Mestas, treasFor an Inipaiml .H'lit
urer: Tax of 903, 41c; 1906,
To
improve
the appetite
and
Total. $ 1,438.83.
strengthen
the digestion try a few
Valencia County Solomon
Luna, ilosi-- of Chamberlain's
Stomach
and
treasurer: Tax of 1906, $7,098.20.
Liver Tablets. Mr. J. H. Seitz, of Detroit, Mich., says: "They restored my
"ItcKiiliir- nx tli' Sun."
N an expression as old as the race. appetite when Impaired, relieved me
Xo doubt the rising and setting of of a bloated feeling ami caused a
pleasant and satisfactory movement
the sun is the most regular performthe bowels." Price 25 cents. Samance in the universe, unless It Is of
ples
free. All druggists.
the action of the liver and bowels
when regulated with Pr. King's New
Subscribe for Tlio Cmwn and kH
Life PilK Guaranteed by all drugthe news.
gists. 25c.
al

5.
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Phone

OF

Personal Knowledgi

A. C. BrLICKE and JOHN 8. MITCHELL
Invite their friends to malm
New Mexico headquarters at - Kmrrmtsfsmmm.

Kf$Saffiaiiat.

The Well Informed of the World.
fund of personal knowledge is really essential to the achievement
highest excellence in any field of human effort.

The Hollenbech Hotel
Los Angeles,

of lh

A Knowledge of Forms, Knowledge of Functions and Knowledge of Products are all of the utmost value and in questions of life and health

California

when a true and wholesome remedy is desired it should be remembered that Syrup
of Figs and Elixir of Senna, matf 'f
i'ed by the California Fig Syrup Co., is an
ethical product which has met w. .. ie approval of the most eminent physicians and
gives universal satisfaction, because it is a remedy of

Tour friendship and patronage is appreciated.
Courtesy and
attention to guests is a pleasure
us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

f

Known Quality. Known Excellence and Known Comnonent

Parts

and has won the valuable patronage of millions of the Well Informed of the
world, who know of their own personal knowledge and from actual use that it is the first
and best or family laxatives, for which no extravagant or unreasonable claims are made
This valuable remedy has been long and favorably known
under the name of
Syrup of Figs and has attained to worldwide acceptance as the most excellent family laxative. As its pure
laxative principles, obtained from Senna, are well known to physicians
and the Well Informed of the world to be the best we have
jirlnnted tfi mnr
lalirtrat
namn rf
inin r,( Flrr. r.A
Lluur of Senna
as more fully descriptive of the remedy,
.Vm I
but doubtless it will always be called for by the shorter
Syrup of Figs
name of
and to get its beneficial
effects, always note, when purchasing the full
name of the Company
California Fig Syrup
printed on the front of every package.
Co.
whether you call for
byrup of r lgs
or by the full name
Syrup of
Fiet- and Elixir of Senna.
.
1,,
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Albuquerque

Foundry and
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ISN'T A MAN EASY?
MONDAY
I

TO

WEDNESDAY.

PTYPP
(?

WIFEY

DfAKEST
HELPMErr,

.J

N0THEK
TO
WIFfcT
--

X

OH

(what RHYME
1,. WITM

V birdie.

THE

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

TO

I

K

i

I

QET A NICE FAt
LETTER BY

J

VAII I

wv

PictuRf
post cakd

to
rn AM

lUlTF

First and Marqaette

Albtsqoerqoe, New Mexico

00OrOis000(lO

The St. Elmo

LOUISVILLE, KY.

r

SAN FRANCISCO. CAU

londotle ng l an d

.

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

West Railroad

Ayentse

JOSEPH

NEW" YORKiN.Y'

(12 0

Others Get the Flag

THE BIG FAIR
New Mexico's

Annual
Territorial Fair Association
Twenty-Sevent- h

7
to
OCTOBER
12 INCLUSIVE
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
$8,000

....
.....
.....
...

FOR TROTTERS, PACERS. AND RUNNERS
'I jt t i n sc unrl F? ci ts i n Program
i- -t

Purse
Purse
Purse
Purse
Purse
Purse

No.

12:17 Pace

No. 2 2:20 Trot
No. 32:13 Pace
No. 42:25 Pace
No. 5
Free-For-All-Pa-

No.

S4

000

Finest Whiskies

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

AMPLC A MO
CLUB HOOMB

iOiOieo0ooelOlsjw3leSOsShvaB

We Take the Firsts!

62:30

(Running

ce

Trot

-

.

$1,000

.

.

1,000
1,000
500
1,000
500

i 1 1 PubllHhed L,uter)
The Best Horses on the Colorado, Kansas and Texas Circuits-- Big
Entries and Whirlwind FinishesThat's All

President
V

-

.

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkofe Roofing

J. A. WEINMAN
SATURDAY
pamTX

'

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

I

jjr--f

1

List of

RAILWAY RATES. HALF FARE OR BETTER
FRIDAY

Works
"

6.

4.

Machine

P. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings. Pulleys. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Rpmlr eit Mining and mm Mmehlnory m mpooimlty
Foundry east side of railroad track
Albuquerque, N.
QOtK3K3fK3sX?tKC4K3sX

7:

w-

m

.

9.

Inyo-Mezp-

967

New Mexico

Personal knowledae is trie winning factor in the culminarinff contests of
this competitive ace and when of ample character it Dlaces its fortunate
possessor in the front ranks of

A vast

St.

Albuquerque

W.

o,

S, Second

JAY A HUBBS
Manager

ROY STAMM

Secretary

"
"

TAtrm

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER

MANAGING

PRESIDENT

REE E. O. IMUCK.
My name Is Prlep, E. O. Price. I am here to stay. I like the town and
I like the people. The climate Is the acme of anything and everything desirable. I have established the E. O. Price Real Estate Agency. My office
Is 212 South Second street bear thnt number In rplnd, 212 South Second
Street. If you hnve anything In my line to sell see. E. O. Price. I will sell
It for you. If you hnve anything to rent see K. O. Price. I will rent It for
you. My bread nnd butter depends upon giving you good and prompt service. Call and see me and lets get acquainted.
SEE E. O. PKICE.

11ATKS.

fin

matter at tlie Postofficc of Albuquerque, X. M..
F.ntered n eoonil-ol- n
under Act tf t'ni);rcs of March 3, 1H79.
dally newspaper In New Mexico ami the
Tlie only
nieiliiim of the Southwest.
lllii'-trnto-

ttttrTtitittsiti
io you tiirr the citizen?
Owing to the fact that even
the best carrier boys The Citizen is able to secure will now
and then fail to deliver your paper and also owing to the fact
that your neighbor may now
and then unthinkingly appropriate The Citizen left at your
door and forget to return It,
this paper has arranged with
the Postal Telegraph company
to deliver you an extra copy in
the event that yours fails to
reach you. There is no additional expense to you. If your paper does not reach you by regular carrier call up the Postal
company
Telegraph
I'lKlXK
NL'illlKlt 36 and tell them. A
messenger boy will supply you
with a copy of The Citizen. In
this manner, we can nlso keep
track of the "misses" of our
own carriers nnd you cun get
your paper rain or shine.
KKMKMHKll THE NUMBER
PHONE 36.

bct

THE AI.nt QI KKQIT. CITIZEN IS:
of the Southwest.
Tlie lenclliiR Uermblicnn dally anil weekly
Tlio advocate of llcpubllcan principles and the "Square Deal."
iiew-nnc-

r

TIIE AI.nrOl F.KOl'E CITIZEN HAS:
The llneit equlpiol Job department In New Mexico.
l
Press and Auxiliary News Service.
Tlie la text reports by
Asjux-iatet-

"WE GET TIIE NEWS FIIIST."

YViCC

OKLAHOMA

MEET

$5.00

Ono year hy mnll In advance
One month liy mail
One month by carrier within city llnilt.

6e Pteasecl

Citizen
The statement bv Governor GeorKe Curry as published In The
JaM evening, will please the people of New Mexico.
not
The governor, after n conference with the president, says he will
the best
cater to anv faction in New Mexico politics nnd that he will select
men for office with the one object of giving New Mexico the best government
i

F. W. Spencer

nnd

S.

I

Tulsa. I. T.. August 1. The republicans of Oklahoma and Indian
Territory met here In convention today to adopt a platfoim. decide the
question of naming a full list of officials for the proposed new state,
and to select a chairman of the state
central committee. The convention
will also take some action regarding
the recently adopted constitution that
Is to be put to a vote of the people
on September 3.
Frank Franz, the present governor
of Oklahoma, has no opposition for
the governor of the l ew state.

It

We are going to cut our stock down two thirds. All
during this month we will give a straight discount of 20
per cent, for cash. This means practically cost, as the
prices have all advanced from 1 0 to 20 per cent, since
our goods were purchased. Just watch this space for
bargains in Furniture, Rugs, Ranges Crockery and
glassware, Draperies, Shades and Linoleum.

F. H. Strong

94

National Icaguc.
Boston at Pittsburg.
Brooklyn at Chicago.
New York at St. Bouls.
Philadelphia at Cincinnati.
American League.
Chicago at Washington,
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
Detroit at New York.
Cleveland at Boston.

Miller will

return from Estancla next week.

Mr. and Mrs. John Hennessey are

The Hawkeye Refrigerator Basket

.

rs

the start.

tJfte Statehood Question
thinks the failure of Arizona to endorse
The St. Louis
Joint statehood had killed all statehood for New Mexico and Arizona for some
years to come.
Is inclined to be excitable about
As a rule the St. Louis
New Mexico and Arizona affairs and In this case there Is little logic In what
that paper has to say.
says that there is to be a bill introduced In conThe
gress for separate statehood for the two territories during the coming session,
Continuing the St.
but that the bill has absolutely no show of passing.
Louis paper says:
"The bill which Is to be Introduced In congress at the beginning of the
session In December for the admission of Arizona nnd New Mexico as separate states will not pass the present congress. No bill on that line is likely
to pass congress in the next few years. Congress in lfli6 gave Arizona and
New Mexico a chance to come in as one state, under the name of Arizona.
The people of New Mexico accepted the Invitation to merge, but Arizona
rejected It.
That disposed of the statehood question for the near future so
far as regards these two territories.
"Congress does not believe that either New Mexico or Arizona has enough
people to be entitled to an equality with New York, Illinois and Missouri
In the upper branch of congress In making laws for the country.
In
all the people that the United States census takers could find In New Mexico
were 195, Ono, and they could trace only 122,000 in Arizona.
Each of these
territories has gained some inhabitants In the past seven years, but the gain
has probably been small.
Moreover, not until irrigation gets much farther
advanced than it is now will either of them have any chance to get enough
people to entitle them to two or three representatives In the house, on the
present basis of apportionment. Congress is averse to making any more
states.
The democrats will charge the republicans with offens've partisanship in
refusing to let Arizona and New Mexico In with their present
of Inhabitants. , That accusation will attract no attention, however. handful
New Mexico
.tr,.Uuin-,.nana Arizona is democratic, so that admission of both territo
ries wouici leave the party divisions in congress and in the electoral college
aa they are now. Moreover, if Arizona should make any growth of any importance It would be from republican communities, and this would eventually
wing that community over to the republican side. As matters stand now,
the national count of 1910 will probably be taken before these territories can
mane an ajppeai ror admission with any chance of success, and unless their
growtn irom tne iuu figures should turn out to be considerable, congre:
even after 1910, will very likely not be In a hurry to let them In.
Globe-Pemocr-

at

Globe-Pemocr-

at

Globe-Democr-

lo

iinreuKaiinii nas simmered down to a common case
of bowery politics. The attempt to secure tlie removal of chief of police
appears
Hayes
to be nothing more than a scheme on the part of the
John
Kansas City Star and local politicians, which has been hatching for some five
years. The Star, until It secur. d control ,,f Folk never dared to assail the
chief openly but Its intentions to do so at the first opportunity, have long
oeen Known.
jMoiee

ocorro county is going to give a fair

in September and It Is going to be
who nre behind it. Albuquerque receives n
or
large delegation
visitors each fall at her territorial fair, from Socorro

a winner, judging rrom the men

county and she should aid and assist the Socorro county fair management In
rvery way possible. .An excursion irom this city will In- run to Socorro ami
the I itizen hopes it will be well patronized by Albuquerque people.
-

It is too bad that AlbuqiK rque did not secure the big smeller which now
goes to Colorado but there are others other smelt' rs and Albuquerque may,
yei nave a smelter located nere. in fact mere Is said to be a proposition on
loot rignt now. cneer up.
with heep and cattle ranges in the finest condition In wars, with
lough rain on the mesas anil In the valleys to grow crops without Irrigation
New Mexico can afford to put one thumb to its nose and wink at the rest of
thfc United States.
ii

is leareo ine ancient oroer

01

bureau judging from the reports
day to day.

e

In

waters ai aniii re n;.s started a
circulation In the Ancient City from

This is "Old Home Week" In Boston and that ancient and sonambullstic
city might be said to be almost alive.

Thing For a Picnic

Only

HOW THEY STAND.

at Hear canon for a month's outing.
Warren Graham Is expected home
lines to
National Icagiic.
that the president give Instructions nlong these
todav. after spending a month In
Won. Lost. Pet.
for publication by Curry, a Danville,
the new governor, since the statement was made
III.
. . .67
Chicago
24
.736
Bay.
short time after he had left the president at Oystersame
AnMargaret
Ingram,
of Los
. .55
Pittsburg
Miss
33
.625
Instructions that the geles,
The new governor has teceived practically the
la visiting New York
formerly
. . .54
city,
of
34
this
.614
president.
late bov executive claimed to have received from the ns
.
.
.
.54.H
38
Philadelphia
here.
.46
friends
he has announced it.

office-seeke-

Strong Block
Corner 2d and Copper

WHIIEKE THEY PLAY.

is presumed

If Curry carries out the policy of the president,
will be pleased and the new executhe people of New Mexico ns above statedgood
will.
tive will have their hearty support nnd
Certainly no governor of this territory ever had n more auspicious time
to display his ability as an executive and a man of affairs than the present.
If Governor Curry avoids, as he says he will, all factions nnd factional
fights, he will have plain, smooth, easy sailing.
The republican organization of the territory will aid the new executive
1n every manner possible and will be the last to place him in an embarrassing
position.
In assuming office. Governor Curry vvill doubtless profit by the experiences of the late Hagerman administration nnd not allow himself to be made
under a guise of good government nnd reform.
the tool of
The new governor knows what good government Is nnd he is capablea
of conducting his own office without the interference nnd costly advice of
The
few Jerk water politicians who have but one object self advancement.
Citizen is glad to see that the new governor, after a conference with the
president, has decided upon a course such as no sane person can fail to endorse nnd support.
Good government and reform to be successful must be
and not destructive.
Hagerman devoted his entire time to tenrlng down.
He adopted a
course, upon the advice of interested friends which had for Its object, the
destruction of the republican party and the ruin of the republican lenders.
He pursued that course relentlessly and viciously. He tore down party
organization' wherever possible and he did nothing whatever to strength the
republican party.
His democrtic friends on the other hand, stepped In nnd tried to Install
the democratic party or a certain branch of that pnrty. The boy executive
allowed himself to be hoodwinked Into believing he wns advancing the cause
of good government.
Governor Curry, If he carries out his policy, will weed out where he
thinks weeding out is necessary but he will appoint men who are stronger,
better and more capable than their predecessors in office.
His policy can therefore not fall to result In good government and honest
and efficient service by territorial officials.
At least, such is Curry's statement, after talking with the president nnd
his friends In New Mexico nre satisfied thnt the new executive will not be
found wanting.
The Citizen believes Governor Curry is the man for the place and that
of the people of New Mexico from
he will have the respect and

io;.
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possible.
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J. N. Casslty, of Topeka. clock inspector for the Uio Grande division,
Is In the city today.
Attorney A. B. McMillen returned last night from a short vacation
in the Jemez mountains.
Ellas Frances, a well known sheep
man of Ceboyet l. N. M . Is n business
visitor In the city today.
Anoini Council, No. 1, Degree of
Pocahontas, will hold a regular meeting tonight at, 8 o'clock. Installation
ol officers and lunch.
Dr. H. B. Kaufman, physician for
the American Lumber company, returned last night to Kettner after
spending a few days In this city.
Wni. F. Krannlng, past potentate
of Mulah Temple, of St. Louis, and
a well known Shriner of the wit,
was in the city yesterday.
The three weeks' old child of Mrs.
Dunn, lUHS First street, died last
night. Funeral arrangements will be
announced later.
Miss Jessie Shyster has returned
from Magdalena, on account of her
mother's Injury. She was accompa
nied by Mrs. Brown, Mrs. Sleysler's
sister.
James Hennessy and Miss Mary
Hennessy have returned
from St.
Louis, where Miss Hennessy hus been
attending
They
visited
school.
friends in Oklahoma and Texas before returning to their home here.
modern cot
Plans for a
tage have been completed for Mrs.
Gilpin of South St. John street, by
Contractor G. J. Mace. The work ot
constructing
Die building will be
commenced In a short time.
Charley Bathboue, the heavy hit
ting third baseman with the Mcintosh Browns, has been offered a posi
tion, paying $100 a month, with the
imaiTon Swastikas, who play here
nturday and Sunday.
Peter Lantz, charged with disorder
ly conduct, appeared
before Police.
Judge Craig this morning and plead
ed not guilty.
The case was continued until 4 o'clock this afternoon
to allow time for
witnesses to be
ummoncd.
Professor J. E. Crum, of the Uni
versity of New Mexico, and family,
leturned this morning from Los An
geles, where they have 'been spend
ing the summer.
The full term of
the university will begin on August
IS.

pharmacists and for the hearing of
complaints. Major B. ltuppe is tlie
president of the iboanl and A. J.
Fischer, of Santa Fe, is the secretary.
George Schneider was the "victim'"
of a surprise party last evening, at
his home on North Third street, about
twenty-liv- e
of his friends attending,
In honor of his D3rd birthday.
The
evening was spent with music, and
supper
was
Everyone
served.
later
reports a very pleasant evening.
Carl Leonard, of Los Angeles, and
Aman Moore, president of the Ce
ment Engineering company of Og- den, Utah, both officials of the new
million dollur cement company, the
Southwestern Cement Manufacturing
company soon to begin operations in
LI Paso, are business visitors in the
ily today.
A suit styled Gross, Kelly & Co. vs.
W. J. Wamc 1, of periling, was tiled in
the district court today. Tlie plaintiff
asks judgment against the defendant
in the sum of $402.66 alleged to be
due on three uncollected notes made
by tho defendant on December 31,
l'JtH, together with interest at the
rate of 10 per cent and $10.26 for
attorney's fees.
J. S. Tucker, of T22 West Harris
street, the lumberman
who was
brought to this city from 40 miles
north of Jemez suffering from a frac
tured Jaw yesterday, ls doing as well
as could be expected today. His Jaw
was broken in three places, and the
entire left side of his face Is paralyz
ed. Dr. Cams states that in case of
the brain not being affected, the
man's chances for recover' are good.
Albert Simpson, a full blooded In
dlan from Fori Worth, North Dakota, is in the city today. He has
been a student at the Carlisle In
dlan school in J'ennsy lvania, and has
won his sweater In both football and
track team work there. Lat season
lie played the end position with the
great Carlisle football team, and ex
pects to secure a position on the
team next fall, when he goes buck for
his senior year.
Frank A. Hubbell returned till
morning from his sheep ranch in the
western part of Socorro county. He
has just completed the dipping of
32,000 sheep, 92.000 of which were
his own. His four sons, who assist
ed him In the work of superintend
lug the dipping under the regulations
of the government,
returned here
Mr. Hubbell said the grazing conditions were excellent and that Iambi
mi- - K'ueuii were in e&cia kvou vcrnui
I
1

lion.
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.37
2 3

.424
.420
.416
.210

53
51
52
73

Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 58
Degrees for 14 Hours. Indispensable to Those Who
Have Used It. :: :: :: ::

American l.eaiuio.
Won. Lost. Pet.
. ..6
Chicago .
36
.609
35
.593
.51
Detroit . . .
7
3
.593
.54
Cleveland .
36
5S6
Philadelphia
.51

five-roo-

The territorial board of pharmacy
will meet In Albuquerque on October
8 and 9 for the purpose of examin
ing all candidates for registration as

... 3 9

Brooklyn
Boston
Cincinnati
St. Louis

.

New York
St. Louis

l'ostou .
Washington

.42
. ::;
.35

.
. .
. .

.477
.40 1

46
53

,3'IS

53

.329

. -- S

Western 1,eii!;iie.
Won. Lost. Pet.
'. . fio
39
,6'i6
54
42
.563

imaha
Lincoln

(

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

.

Des Moines

.

Denver
Pueblo

.

4S
4 4
3 7
37

.5 39

41
47
54
57

.43

.4U6
.3.14

City
y ET EltDAY'S GAM ES.
National League.
At St. Louis
It

Sioux

St. Louis
New York

Albuquerque, New Mex.

11.

11
8

N'nonan; had the good fortune to learn of and
procured
a box at Ireland's Pharl.
R H. E. macy. The genuineness of this medi4 cine na a cure
6
3
for the kidneys Was
S
4
New York
i amply proven In her case. After using
t
Batteries McG!cnn and Marshall; five boxes she was a well woman and
has enjoyed good health ever since.
McGinnity and ilresuahun.
11. H. E. I make this statement unsolicited beAt Pittsburg
7
to do so that I may
3 ing prompted
Pittsburg
9
2 show my appreciation
4
of this remedy,
8
Boston
PHIs."
Kidney
Doan's
Willis
Batteries
and Gibson;
For sal by nil denllors. Price 50c
Young, Pfeil'fer, lioultes and Xiiu-h- a
Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N. Y
m.
sole ngrtits for the t'nlted States.
Second game
II
Remember the name Doan's and
15
Pittsburg .
!!.
take no other.
Boston
Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning
At Chicago
R. II. E.
is
4
.
.
Chicago
l
Mowers and Binders, Bain
1
4
.
.
0
Brooklyn
Batteries
K.ulbach and Kiiug; BAR
ALL KINDS
Rucker nnd Bitter.
At Cincinnati:
The Ciiiclnnati-Philndelplii- a
game postponed; double 109 South First St 'Phone 1036 Write n for
miaiogiic una I rices
header today.
American I.t'aguc.
Finest Liquors and Cigars.
ieilioe
Batteries
W'iltse and Bresna'i.i
Second game
St. Louis

and

.

OF COMMERCE

Hay Presses, Walter A. Wood
and Old Hickory wagons
VEHICLES

J. Korber & Co.

At

New

Detroit

A LBUQUE R QUE

NEW MEXICO

1

R. H. E.

York

1

New York

2

3
3

0

Family Trade

Z

a Specialty

Mullin
Batteries
and I 'ay IK',
Newton and Thomas.
At Washington
R. h. ;;.
4
1
3
Washington
3
Chicago
J
billing, Hey don and
Batteries
Warner; Walsh and Sullivan.
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
7 14
2
St. Louis
8 13
2
Philadelphia
Saddle horses a specialty. Best
Howell,
and
Dlneen
Batteries
Spencer; Dygert. Hartley, Plank and drivers in the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
Schreck.
At Boston
It. H.
BAMBItOOK BROS.
1
4
Cleveland
8
4
112 John Street
Phone no.
2
Boston
J..ss and Clarke; Tan- Batteries
nehill, I'ruitt, Winter and Shaw.
--

These Are

Gradi & Giaonmi

Carriage
Buying

Highland Livery

Wi'Mcrn

Call up 597

lA'agiic.

R. H K
At Denver
4
Denver
..310
Lincoln
..10 11 1 When in need of anything in the
Batteries Adam, Doll and Zalu.s- ky; McKay and Sullivan.
R. H. E.
Second game
3
6 11
Denver
French Bakery Co. 202 E. R.R.Ave.
1
4
4
Lincoln
Batteries Adam and Mc Donough ;
Zacker, Jones and Zlnran.
At Omaha
It. H. E.
( imaha
u
3
1
3
2
Des Moines
Reagan
'binding;
Batteries
and
Kdmundson, R. Miller and Yeager.
At Pueblo
R. H. K.
Galvanized Cornices, Ski
5 II
Pueblo
O I . . I.
I lLl
I
!t
4
Sioux City
Batteries
Jackson and Drill;
Dresjiler, Jarro'.t and J. Sheehan.
ana storage
American
Tanks,
Hot
At Kansas l ity:
Kansas tity
Minneapolis 1.
Air
Furnaces,
At Biniis iile:
Louisville 1;
dianapolis 3.
Tin Roofing,
:
2;
At C'olmnhu-do 3.
Guttering, etc.
1; St
At Milwaukee
Paul 2.
General Jobbing
The Mcintosh HroMis anil the
Cimarron Suilil.s at Traction I'nk
Saturday at ;t:;lo o'clock and Sunday
at 3 o'clock.

BAKKRY

.

LINE

Days

Easy Terms

and

I
I

Low Prices
Do you Intend buying
vehicle e enjoy the summer months? If you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest Incomes.
Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and ses

us.

Albuquerque Carriage

Corner First and Tiler as Road.

Co.

3

C. F. Allen

1

Andrew Jackson Chair
The historical
ory" Chair.

'Old Hick- -

Light, comfortable, durable
and especially adapted to hard
service.'

305 West Gold

vnc FOLKS.
Are Vou Sure Your Kidneys nre Well? (VXTXXOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Many rheumatic attacks are due to
uric acid In the Idood. Hut the duty
of the kidneys Is to remove all uric
acid from the blood. Its presence there
219 South 2nd Sirtt
shows the kidneys are Inactive. Don't
dally with "uric acid solvents." You
Real Estate and Loans
might po on till doomsday with them,
but until you cure the kidneys you
Agent for
will never Ret well.
Doan's Kidney
l'ills not only remove uric acid, but
Insurance Co.,
Travelers'
kidneys
cure the
and then all danger
from uric acid Is ended.
I i I tit i if. Conn
Anselmo Armljo, living at 124
Life and Accident,
Htrect, .Santa Fe, X. M., says:
"For several years my wife suffered a
Company
The
great deal from backache, pain In
Writing Acc'dent Insurthe back of her head and rheumatism.
Medicines that she used proved of litance in the World.
tle or no avail until she commenced
with Doan's Kidney Fills, which we uouooooooooooooooovoooooooi
iuii:i

m

$2 75
ROCker to match 3.25
Price

M. L. SCHUTT

Cer-rlllo- H

Strongest

. .

....

Come and see our line of
OLD HICKORY FURNITURE

ALBERT FABER'S
308-31- 0

W. Central Avenue

..

Staab Building

ten oiV,

I

THVnSDAY,

ArdrST

FAIR WILL SURPASS

Native Green Corn

E

Ml

EINE

Green Chili
Bell Peppers

The busiest persons In Albuquer
que these days are tne oincmis
the Territorial Fair association, tmlly
ii mass or correspondence is coming
In and Manager Hubbs and Secretary
Stnnim are beginning to experience
the real difficulties of projecting a
big event such as a territorial fair.
The offices of the association fire located in the Whiting block where a
stenographer Is employed to write
letters in connection with th fair
Gradually the details of
business.
the fair are being arranged and there
Is no doubt that the program for the
week will be the most attractive yet
provided at any territorial fair.
The racing events promise to Op ot
an unusually high order. The hand
some purses offered, aggregating
In all, have caused a great number of horsemen to write for entry
blanks. The racing schedule Is as
follows:

n

Bananas
Strawberries

Cantaloupes
Watermelons, etc
At

$S,-fo- iil

MALOY'Sl
riiimiiiiiii

TIlC ltlKTH.

Tuesday, October S Purse Xo. 1:
(Stake race). fl.noo.
Wednesday, October ft. Purse No.
(Stake race). $1,000.
trot.
2:0
Thursday, October 10. Purse No.
2:13 pace, (Stake race). 1,000.
Krldav, October 11. Purse No. 4:
25 pace, $500.
No
JSaturdav. October 12. Purse
pace. (Stake race),
ll
17 pace.

OOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXJOOOOOOCXJCX'

Pleased People
Every Day at

Free-for-A-

$1,000.

Purse No. 6: 2:30 trot. $500.
The A. T. & S. F. railway will re
turn horses free to points or shipment on their road In California. NewMexico. Arizona. Colorado and Kan
sas, also El Paso. Texas.
Trotting mill Pacing Conditions,
All trotting and pacing to be in
harness, mile heats, best 3 In 5, and
governed by the rules of the Ameri
can Trotting association, or which
we are members.
Management reserves the right to
declare off any races that have not
' ieen started by 4 p. m. on the last
dnv of the meeting.
.Money aiviueu ou, zd, is ana xw
Per cent.
14.
to close
September
Entries
19n7: 5 per cent to accompany entry
ind 5 per cent additional from all
money winners.
Horses distancing the field will re
ceive first money only.
Heats in each day's races will be
alternated. Itlght reserved to change
program, or declare off any race not
filling satisfactory.
Entries In races
so declared off may be transferred to
any class to which they are eligible
Kaces will be called at 2 p. m
harp. The management reserves the
lent to start earlier.
Applications for stabling must be
made to the secretary, stating the
number to arrive.
to
No stable guaranteed except
horses that are entered.
Entry blanks mailed on appllea
tlon.
Three or more running races each
d.iv.S per cent of purse taken from
monev winners.
In running races no entrance fee
will be charged.
Ha-- '
I tall Tournament.
That the base ball tournament will
be a rousing success Is a foregone
conclusion. Already the best ball
applied
teams of the southwest
to enter, being attracted by the big
prizes offered and the honors at
stake. Cltv Attorney M. K. Hickey
superintendent
has been appointed
of the base ball department.
As usual there will be a big Mon
te.uma ball during f;i i r week and J
H. o'ltielly. who had charge of this
feature last year, will likewise have
charge of the arrangements this year,
The mining features and exnitms
will bo under the direction of J. 1
Mclaughlin, whose authority on mln
ing subjects qualifies him f.r the re
sponsible position.
Manager Hubbs yesterday received
i
communication from Major 11. H.
Hemlersliot, who with his son. com
pose a fife and drum team inai nas
gained a national reputation In its
particular Held. Tney render pa
some
music and present
triotic
novel features in fife and drum play
ing.
This team will most probably
be here as one of the show attrac
tions. A dozen other show features
rehave entered into negotiations In exgard to coming here at their own
pense and from the present Indica
tions the theatrical features oi me
fair will be lively and varied.
-

Motel
GERMAN

EMPRESS WILL

E

AUTO
E

Collision of Cars Causes Her
to Taboo "Buzz
Wagons "
Beslin, Ger., August 1. Frightened by an automobile accident which
occurred only a few feet in front
of where her own motor had stopped
the naisenn jumped out of her pow
er vehicle and resolutely refused to

07

THE K.VIsKltlX OF (JKUMAXY.
reenter, her chauffeur falling a carriage in which her majesty rode to
the palace today.
The accident was in the nature of
a collision between two autos, both
of which were moving at mold spied.
The crash was a tremendous affair
and the occupants of both cars were
hurled out and badly bruised though
not fatally hurt
The kaiserin, alarmed only a fewmoments before by the sputtering of
the motor on her own car. which
her chauffeur Insists was nothing of
importance, witnessed the collision
Her own car was stopped by the
skillful chauffeur just before it reach
ed the accident, and in time to avoid
running into the wrecked cars.
Later In the day it was stated that
will confine
the empress hereafter
herself to horses alone, and will not
trust to the "buzz wagons."

HOTTX ARRIVALS.
Alvarudo.
W. C. Wood, Meridian, Conn.; E.
C. !wenhart, Denver; F. H. Rede- will. Ft. Havard; Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Martin, Purcell, I. T.; T. W. Mitchell.
Omaha; B. V. Phelps. Topeka; F. T.
Woodard. Trinidad; Robert J. Stem,
San Francisco; Mr. aim .irs. n. w.
Mann, New- York City; J. Johnson,
Chicago; W. C. Wheeler, Wichita;
L. l!. Venard, Denver.
--

-

Klurficw.

A. S. Smith, Denver; J. A. Lamb,
A.
Chicago; David Farr,
Jonn
M. Vaughn. Richmond, Va.;
Rattan, Dallas; K. C. Schm.lt t, St.
Joseph, Mo.; A. J. Rickerts, Cincin r,
en juu-lenati; D. P. Stokes, Denver;
Denver.
CraJgc.
Are you looking tor somerning? Re
K. H. O'Brien. St. Liouls: F. Hart-sheimember the want columns of The
Evening Citizen are for your especial
Kansas City; Mrs. W. L. Law.
benefit,
to the people and I .a Joya, N. M ; R. H. Dessel, tl
it talks
you.
l'aso.
they talk to
Savoy
C. Thomas. Detroit; C. C. Whelan,
N.
Topeka; J.
Cassity,
Topeka; J
L..
Springs;
C.
Brown, Colorado

CRYSTAL THEATRE
Cor.

Stcond SI. and Load Av.

MOVING

PICTURES
1 RATED

and

ILLUS-

SONGS

riMW.it

h i i writ

Xui-'-

u rn

A.

Vegas.

M:

I

Illut--

Brown, Helen.

Grand Central.
Graves, Dos Angeles; M. F.
- Glenn. Los Angeles: N. H. Cramer,
Vegas: V. P. Wells, Ias Vegas;
W. E. King,
L. Maxwell. Las Vega-s-;
F.l Reno, okla.; J. D. Glannlgan, Las

of a I'uir of Trituscrs
Studio.
Jilack
llio i banner.
1 lobby
and Ills Italloon.

History

Mag-dalena- ;

11.

.

mv.:

lOc A

m iHHion lOt;

PRESCRIPTIONS

New Metropolitan.
Mr. ami Mrs. K. A. Brooks. Boono,
Iowa; Miss Mary Hayes, E'.khatt,

Indiana.

The Mcintosh Browns anil tlx
Cimarron Swastikas at Traction Park
saiurduv at 3:110 o'clock ami Sunday
at : o'clock.

Accident.

Route to New Mexico.

Meeting.

While driving down a rough Incline
In TIJeras canyon at 6 o'clock yes
terday morning. Manuel Carcia, a
well known resident of Albuquerque,
whose home is at 909 Mountain road,
bevame dir.zy and fell from his wag
on and was run over by the heavy
wheel, which broke his Jaw and al
most severed an ear from his head.
Garcia was brought as quickly as
possible to this city and placed in
tit. Joseph's hospital, where he was
successfully operated upon by Dr. V.
U. Hope. The patient is resting easy
today and his condition Is gradually
improving.
On account or his ad
vanced age It was at first thought
that he might not rally from the
shock of his injuries, but his condi
tion today Indicates that he will re
cover.
Jose Grlego. a nephew of the in
jured man, who was walking a short
distance behind the wagon In which
his untie was riding, saw the acci
dent and rushed to the rescue. He
dragged the old man from under
the wheels to a place of safety.
Luckily the horses made no attempt
to run away or Garcia might have
become tangled up in the wheels and
subjected to a violent death.
After (the accident the team stopped
of Its own accord.
Garcia has 'been subject of late to
spells of dizziness such as the one
which took possession ot him when
he fell from the wagon. The road
In the canyon where the accident oc- cured is extremely rougii and It was
due to his head coming Into contact
with a Jagged rock thai his ear was
torn off. on account of its fright
fully lacerated condition the remains
of the ear had to be amputated.
Garcia was unconscious for some
time after his fall. He has many
friends in the vicinity of the canyon
and they lost no tiniu li. making the
old man as comfortable as possible.
He was put into a spring wagon and
brought to this city, hij nvrhtfw, Jose
Grlego, being one of three who ac
companied lilni.
Mr.
Garcia has
many friends and relatives in this
city and Is a well knouii citizen of
Albuquerque.

Washington,
D. C. August 1.
(Special.) George Curry, new governor of New Mexico, will leave Washington for New Mexico tonight. He
will proceed to Koawell and on next
Wednesday will arrive in Santa Fe.
It Is understood that arrangements
for his Inauguration have been made
for August , or one week from today.
The Interview between Governor
Curry and President Roosevelt was
entirely satisfactory to Inith.
The
new governor comes to New- Mexico
with full authority to act as to him
seems best.
Moreover, It Is stated here, he will
have direct and personal charge of
the Investigations now In progress In
New Mexico and will take such action as he may deem for the best
interests of the people of the territory.
Governor Curry spent some time
today at the department of the interior.

An
Interesting
Important
and
meeting will be held at the Commercial club tonight for the purpose of
considering further the matter of securing the meeting of the national Irrigation congress for Albuquerque in
190S. All Interested in the development of the Rio Grande valley and
the general progress of this section
of the country are urged to be present.
At the meeting for the same purpose Monday night, Col. R. E. Twlt-chel- l,
of the legal department of the
Santa Fe railroad, and a member of
the national Irrigation congress for
eight years, addressed the flub In an
eloquent manner and stirred up a
great deal of dormant enthusiasm for
the Industrial possibilities ot tins
speak
will
section. Col. Twite-helagain tonight and present
further
facts about this region and explain
more in detail what such a congress
would mean In the development of
the territory. Others also will speak
and present new Ideas on the sub- 'ect. The meeting Is of a public or
der, all farmers, merchant and others interested m seeing llie city ami
territory develope along modern
lines are urged to attend to participate In a general discussion of the
subject and hear some able speeches.
The meeting Is at H o'clock tonight at
the Commercial club.

-

SMALL

BLAZE

bn

The fire department at the shop
was called out at 12:20 today, on
account of a slight blaze in the round
house.
Some workmen were heating the
tire ot an engine with a gasoline ap
paratus used for that 'purpose, when
a bundle of waste caught lire, and
owing to a draft from the window.
the blaze spread to a post, the soot
rrylng the tire to the ceiling.
The company t:m cepartinent un
der the aide direction of Foreman
McCallum, turned a stream on the
roof, quickly extinguishing the blaze.
Aside from severaJ charred rafters
no damage was done, and the los
will not exceed $25.
The city fire alarm was sounded
with unusual vigor on the part ot
the engineer at the waterworks ai
caused considerable excitement

LITTLETON iWTLL BE
THAW'S ATTORNEY
New York, August 1. Martin W.
Littleton, of Brooklyn, has been, selected by Harry K. Thaw to conduct
Thaw's next trial on the charge of
killing Stanford White.
Polishes and dressings for black,
tan. brown, white, pinK, blue and
gray shoes at C. May's Shoe store,
314 West Central avenue.

SAYS

day.

Erie dividends not expected until

latter part of the month.
for
Canadian Northern earnings
June net increase of $119, unit and for

twelve months, Increased $1160,3(10
Pennsylvania earnings for June net
all lines increased $634,400 and for
six months Increased $1,217,600
Pennsylvania earning 12 per cent
on its stock in spite of its higher op
crating expenses.
First hearing of public service trac
tion inouiry today
for
Canadian Pacific statement
twelve months indicates fourteen per
cent earned on common
Fair demand for stocks In loan
crowd with Erie notlcvably scarce.
Price of copper is slowly receding.
London stock exchange closes Saturday and Monday
Strength of money market feature
In Important- cent!
all uvur the

The Leading Stationer.

Consult

COMPLAINANT

Reliable

a

Dentist

$8

Upon the
complaint
$1.50 up
of Mis Gold lilllng
Kduviga Sandoval, of Second street, Gold Crow. is
,.$e
Maria Martinez was arraigned
this
afternoon before Justice of the Peace Painless Extracting. .50c
George Craig on a charge of usins
abusive language and attempting Ij ALL WO UK AMSOMTTFLY GCAU
ANTKED.
ussault the plaintiff with an ax. The
defendant made a sweeiping denial of
the whole affair In the face of the
detailed testimony of the complaining witness and her daughter.
Mie
even denied being aciuai:it-'i- l
,v:t:i
Mrs. Sandoval, w ho is a next do
neighbor, except to the extent of
pa.sslng the time of day. The reason
for the allaged assault was not made
1KS. COPl and PETTIT.
clear by the evidence. The defendKOOM 12. X. T. Alt.MIJO It LOG.
ant was put under a $100 bond.
MORERLEY

TTXIXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXXXIIXXT

CHARGED

WITH

nil

U

FORGING

PASS

e
A. Moberly. formerly an
ploye of
Santa Fe. was arrested
by
Special officer Hen Wil
yesterday
liams of the Santa Fe, on the charge

AV.

em-th-

n

rjia

I Beauty Parlors
3
3

3

120 South Fourth St.
Fcial Massafe
Electroloslf

Hair Dressing
Shampooing
Scalp Treatment

Manicuring

of forgin? a railroad pass. Moberly M
Children's Hair Culling
had a pass lrom Kansas Cltv to San
:;nd
Marclal, X. M..
he added llio S
We manufacture all kinds
words, "and two" to his name on W of Lndies'
Hair Goods. Com-the pass and so attempted to gain
plete line of Switches, Pompa-free transportation for two companWigs, etc.
dour?,
Puffs,
ions.
Moberly waived examination JJ
We carry a complete line
peace
in
morncourt
of
Justice
this
world.
y of Alleen Rerg's Celebrated
$11,779,100 short fours still out ing and was bound over to the grand X Creams and Tonics, which are
Jury under a $l'5o bond.
standing.
especially prepared
for this
a climate.
declined .99
Twelve Industrials
Your patronage Is
per cent.
solicited.
Twenty active railroads declined PLAINTIFF SAYS TOWN
M
1.1 J per cent.
h Mr. and Mrs. James Slaughter,
New York Stock
RUINED HIS HOUSE
Proprietors
g
120
American Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
MS
XXXXXl
1 1 1
American Smelters
A McKlnley county suit
entitled
4 2s
American Car Foundry
James A. Wells vs. the town of Gal91
Atchison com
lup, was tiled In the district court
f3
Anaconda
today. The plaintiff alleges that the
56 '
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
town cut a ditch in the vicinity of
with
97 ha certain ot his property and that the
Baltimore and Ohit
.1754 water was wrongfully permitted to
Canadian Pacific
M
. 30
Colorado Fuel
overflow his property, doing damage
. 11
Chicago Great Western
Clothe your family on $1.00
to foundations of a house,
to out
,. 23kt buildings, etc., to the extent of makErie com
per week
. 1 1 1
Iouisville and Nashville .
ing the place uninhabitable.
The
. .
73
Cmntrml
Missouri Pacific
0 10
plaintiff therefore asks Judgment for
. 20
Mexican Central
$1,000 against the town together with
National Lead
Interest and costs of the suit. K. W.
New.111
York Central
Hobson is the attorney for the plainWm. Wallace McClellan
Norfolk
tiff.
36
Ontario and Western
Justice of Peace, Precinct No. 12
122
Pennsylvania
101
Reading com
SURROUND
JAPANESE
ALBUQUKRQUK, M. M.
21V
Rock Island com
fc9
Notary Public
Southern Pacific
131 V6
St. Paul
KOREAN
BARRACK
made
at Korber Building 124
Collections
19
Railway
Southern
142Va
I'nion Pacific
N. Second Street From 9 to 12 a. m.
1T. H. S
35Vs
Seoul, Korea, August 1. At 10
100
1. S. S. pfd
and 2 to 4 p. m.
o'clock last night the Japanese troops
infi
Greene Cananea
surrounded the K"r-abaracks afw-- Residence 723 N. Fourth St.
1
Shannon
an Imperial proclamation had been
161
Calumet ami Arizona
issued disbanding the Korean army
41
old Dominion
men.
76 Vi composed of several thousand
Copper Range
The
outlets from the Korean army
North Butte
il
barracks are guarded by machine
guns. The empi-ior'body guard will
Cliloasro I.l.otcM-k- .
not be disbanded.
Chicago, August 1. Cattle receipts
I :nilors-i- l
4.0O0.
liy iliu County.
Market steady. Reeves $4.401
7.50; cow s $ 1.40 fi .1.20 ; heifers $2.40
"The most popular remedy in Otsr
til 5.40;
calves f r.5U4i 7.0o; good to Ko county, ami the lust friend of my
prime steers $5.80 fj ".5(1; poor to family," writes Win. M. Uletz. editor
Hats Cleaned and Blocked In
medium $4.fn ft 5.75; stockers und and publisher of the Hscko Journal,
'Iliu rtsvllle. N. Y.. "in Iir. King's
feeders $2.60 ft 4.90.
any Stylo Panamas a SpeMarket New Idscovcry. It lias proved to be
Sheep receipts 12.000.
ClotiUng
cialty
year- an infallible cute for coughs
steam
steady. Western $3.50 Ii 5.6.'
and
lings $B.imi. 6.60; lambs $ 5.50 Ij 7.30; (olds, making
of
woik
the
Pressed.
and
Cleaned
Ex
W'e
always
H
7.65.
$5.50
worst
keep
a
of
them.
weMern
I believe it to
pre
Orders Attended
to
bottle in the house.
be the most valuable
preseription
Kansas City Market.
Promptly.
known for lung and throat diseases."
':ittle
Kansas Ciiy. Auajust 1.
5.1010.
Market steady. South- Guaranteed to never disappoint the
ern steers 3.40 f$ 4.io ; southern cows taker, by all druggists. I'rice 5uc and
12. a'cii 3.4H;
stockers and feeders $1.00. Trial bottle free.
&
t'i.'xiU h.2l: bulls $2.fi"'(i 4. '01; calUur ItOl 4.it iiT orn oon's have
ves $3.75 'it 6.110; western steers $4.00
S80.
Phone
5. 81); western cows $2.75 '(t 7.40.
to be washed over. Imperial LaunSheep receipts 'lion. Market steady. dry Co.
Muttons $5.1!5ii 7. On; lamM td.o'n
7.4o; ranee wethers $ 5. 75 'n 6 .25 ; fed
ewes $4.50f 5.50.
W.
-

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - - k

Under Savoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG

C.

Proprietor

tXOOX3O0X3OX3X)OO

Convenience - Comfort - Security
pr

The telephone makes the
duties) lighter, the caret less

roar health, prolong your

and the worries fewer.

and protects your home.

The

telephone

Ufa

TOU NELB A TEIiEPnOVE IX TOUR IIOMB

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

FLY"

SCREENS

Door screens as strong; as an ordinary door at prices that defy
e
screen doors in both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at ths

PIuAISTING mij7
SUPERIOR
SEE OUR NEW BRICK BUILDING

1

HAWLEY

l ull Set of Teeth

Summary of Conditions.
New York, August 1. Americans
in London steady,
to
above
parity.
Rank of England rate remains at
4 per cent.
London market generally heavy
v Consols
losing all the recovery of
Wednesday.
H. H. Rogers will be at his office
today.
Harrlman dividend meetings to-

j j j j

!WDOfKftXX0OCOOttO

Eastman Kodaks
Supplies Finishing for Amateurs.
loan Kodaks free.

On the Corner

Market letters received by F. J.
Graf & Co., brokers, room 37 Barnett
building, Albuquerque, N. M., over
their own private wires.

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

eastern-mad-

.

"SHE USED AN AX"

203

l

AT

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

nvm.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

EIGHT

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt Attention
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
w. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel. Tel. 480
109-Out-of-to-

1

Excursions
Every Tuesday, Thurs-

day and Saturday during

June, July, August

H
H

and September

Extremely Low Rates
Los Angeles and Return $35
San Diego, Coronado and Will

Return

$35

San Francisco and Return $45

AH ARAM

E.

.

::

Return Limit Nov. 30

Your Credit is Good

Ti

1 1

California

.

,

.

.

Wt

V

-

Get

Full Particulars
T. E. PURDY,

From

Agsnt

V

n

r

The Albuquerque

Hatters

:

is

Corner
3rd St. Cold Ave.

"Tell Moilu r 1 11 ! Then-.o
"When the Harvest Moon K .sliiniii'
Hear the Imperial Quartet at skaton i lie Kivt-r.ing rink Thursday nignt. Admission
ool and i oniiortuhlc, I'lenly of Seal. including skates. 25c. Ladies, free.
45 Minute of Ainust-im-nt- .
Card signs, "Rooms Tor Rent."
St. I,oiiU Wool Market.
'Board." etc.. for sale at the office of
St. I,ouis, August 1. Wool steady:
c 1
unchanged.
The Evening Citizen.
"

WE FILL

lis Jaw Broken and One Ear New Governor Will Have Full Commercial Club Will Decide
on Matter at Tonloht's
Sway and Is Now En
Torn Off by the

Tomatoes
Oranges

fags

THURSDAY, AUG.

HEAD

Program For Territorial Meet
Is Best Ever
Arranged.

Plums

MAN'S

CITIZEN.

INAUGURATION WILL ALBUQUERQUE BID

WHEEL PASSES CURRY

OVER OLD

RACING

Green Beans
Wax Beans
Pole Beans
Peaches

h

IN WAGON

EVENTS

Summer Squash

B

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

1, 1W7.

C(l

o. PATTERSON

li-srtsr-

3I1.3I3

y

Wct-- t

find Uoarcliny

Kilter Avenue.

ALUlortJtQlE,

VEW MEXICO.

iIl-ttilTeleplione
h

Safety of the Checking Account
When you pay your bills by check, you carry no money
on your person, it is net necessary. Your money is safe in
the Hank.
You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
pay you check against your money in the Hank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptiona' facilities for both large and small
accounts.
We solicit your account.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

Citizen Want Ads for Results

W MEXICO

S

SEEN BY A
TEXAN
View of Sunshine State by
Alan Who Observes
Everything.
soo'l thing occasionally to
hat other ie.ilu think of you,
following iirticle uti "The
Panhitmlle ami New Mexico," from
the Cucro Weekly Star, published nt
Cuoro, Texas, written by A. S. Crisp,
editor of that paper, who recently
paid this territory u visit, la of markMr. Crisp is a memed interest.
ber of the .tate legislature of Texas
and one of her best newspaper men:

It's

know
lii'tu--

e

a

tln

Now Mexico.
In a recent Issue the Star publisher promised further mention of a trip
to New Mexico.
We went up vii

Kort Worth and through the great
us at Childress..
This is a division
point on the Forth Worth and Denver and quite an important little city.
The country is rapidly opening up in
farms, as is the whole section to
Amarillo. Home of this land Is black
rrairie, other a rich red soli and some
is sandy, but all seemingly good cotton land and Is a demonstarated success with small grain. Crowing fruit
trees looked very thrifty on all lands
also.
For some distance before Amarillo
is reachpd the altitude Is so great that
cotton growing Is not attempted.
In
nuch countries as Oklahoma or Arkansas just us far north, and further,
cotton grows to perfection, showing
that it is not a matter of latitude,
but of altitude as the nights get too
cold for the plant. While the lands
are new and rich for the most part
In that section, yet we have a great
advantage of them in the regularity
and amount of rainfall and we believe this Is the easier country to
make a living In save such classes as
want to speculate in the values of
real eftate.

Panhandle country, daylight catching

11k"

ranliandlc.

But It must be understood that this
great elevation precluding cotton culture onvers inly q small portion of
the Panhandle. A herd of buffalo at
the Goodnight ranch Is one of the
natural objects of more than passing
Interest that may be seen from the
train, while another novel sight for
folks from our part of the state is
the number of great steam plows
with which ttiey break a large number of furroughs at one passage of
the traction endue.
Except a little timber skirting a
few streams there is little or no wood
1n the Panhandle, coal being the universal fuel In this fast growing section. Uetween Amarillo and Chnn-ninsome fifty or sixty miles, the
country is very broken, and that adjacent to the railroad at least Is totally unfit for farming.
Beyond Channlng It levels off Into
A good stock country and continues
through most of New Mexico till
Trinidad, Colo., is reached, which Is
fourteen miles into the Centennial
fate and as far north as our Journey
carried us. Just this aide of the
line at Texllne the soil Is
thinner than further down Into the
Panhandle.
Railroads Ieal
Railroads as usual are taking the
lead in the development of this great
Panhandle section and will In time
make a regular gridiron of It, there
being under construction now, tending to its further opening up several Important lines and connections.
center
Amarillo Is quite a railroad
and has something like ten thousand
Much wholesaling and
Inhabitants.
quite a lot of manufacturing la done
there.
country
In the upper Panhandle
the railroad runs for many miles
and
River
Red
of
the
along the beds
in which there is
the Canadian river but
great wide
verv little water
stretches of sandy channel, with litplaces.
The
most
In
tle or no banks
scenic beauty and the fertility of the
In
Panhandle are great attractions gets
Its behalf and when the rainfall possiagricultural
its
more reliable
bilities will be well nigh limitless.
While Childress is far Into the
It still
Panhandle from Fort Worth day
to
requires almost the entire
reach Texline, as you get breakfast
Is about supper
at Childress andNewIt Mexico
border is
time when the
reached.
Stock raising and mining seem to
be the sole occupation of that portion
of New Mexico traversed by the Den--e- r
route and mining with some Irrigated agriculture Is the support of
that section of Colorado around
Trinidad.
Mining Industry.
Great numbers of mining camps
surround Trinidad for miles In .each
direction. The Irrigated gardens derive their water from a stream called
Purgatory river, but dry farming Is
Is a
Trinidad
carcely attempted.
ftplendid little city of some ten thousand or more inhabitants.
That section of New Mexico on the
Panta Fe and contiguous to Trinidad
is also considerably Interested Ina
mmlng. At the Baton mountains
onslderahle tunnel carries the track
over and for many miles southward
the country rises to a great elevation
and Is very mountainous and broken
to pick Its way
the railway having can.
Until Olorie
through as best It
Ih passed (the scene of the Civil war
battle) the country seems entirely
devoted to sheep and goats with no
agricultural possibilities.
The valley of the Bio Grande is
now soon encountered and Mexicans
and Indians have for centuries led
ditches from Its banks to produce
crops of forage and other vegetation
which would be Impossible without
auch mechanical application of moig.

New-Mexic-

sture.
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The PhH1ok.
It might be noted that from where
the Santa Fe strikes the Bto Grande
above Albuquerque It keeps within
sight of the stream for most of several hundred miles distance to El
Paso.
For some miles before Albuquerque Is reached Indian villages, some
of them hundreds of years old are
encountered, and come of them have
us much as a thousand Inhabitants.
They seem to be Industrious. Irrigate
a few
their little farms and hive reapers
m
k. cut their alfalfa with
and drive good horses and mules. Hut
they live in little mud bouses (adobe)
Because, of living in these little
little towns these Indians are called
Pueblo (Spanish word for town).
religion
In
They are all Catholic
from the occupancy of the country
days
and
l the .Spanish In the early

ench village has Its French priest.
They are monogamists and live In
simple, upright domestic relations, no
the knees si that they can conven-sawith their habits.
I'ncrgctic Indians.
They nlso have far more energy
than the average paleface ascribes to
the re, man In general, and make
excellent section hands along the
Panta Fe railway. But they will not
work except In groups and whenever
one quits under a real or supposed
grievance they nil lay down their
shovels.
In clress It Is sometimes difficult to
tell the sexes as they all have their
shawls or blankets and the women
wear white moccasins and ieggins to
the knees so that they can conceti-lentl- y
get about through the brush
and briars of the couilry. They are
nil great walkers, neither men
or
women thinking anything of pitching
out for a walk of twenty or thirty
miles to the city.
They have none r.f the feirs that
bother white people, as women or
men will lay down on the nul l side
to sleep andi rest wherever fatiene or
darkness overtakes them.
But the
government throws about these Indians the same protection it does
everywhere
very severe
in a
penalty for selling them liquor In any
form.
(Junrrli-- s of Stone.
Another feature of this part of
New Mexico which should be spoken
of Is the vast quarries of due building material, white and red
sand
stone which Is exhibited by the cutting of the railway track through
great stretches of hills through ns
tine building materials as man ever
reclaimed from the bosom of the
earth.
The same quality of stone
(red) Is shown to magnificent advantage In some of the line buildings of
Albuquerque.
Albuquerque.
Our pen stopped at Albuquerque
in the former mention of our trip to
the northwest.
In its commercial
and manufacturing aspects as well as
a health resort, Albuquerque is the
metropolis of both. New Mexico and
Arizona, having u population
of
about twenty thousand and being a
sort or middle ground between Chi
cago and Los Angeles, where ends of
division and great railway shops
inane u tne nome and headquarters
or Hundreds or prosperous railroad

nt

.e

or wet lumber to season In a natural
wy there are great steam furnaces,
where It Is artificially dried as desired.
Rut the larger numbers of hands of
the mill company are employed In
its door and box factory. Here every
device Is nt hnnd to make n perfect
door ntnl they turn out some beauties.
Boxes for fruit and all stamped by
a machine with the; names of customer, his goods, etc. Many of these
boxes go to Europe nnd we noticed
some marked for I)allas. San Antonio
Mid other domestic
points. These
boxes, doors nnd other products of
the mill are made nnd forwarded In
train lots.
I In ml ruc Buildings.
The concrete building block has
taken a firm hold in Albuquerque
and there are many beautiful houses
of the most approved
architecture
constructed from this handy nnd
popular material. Concrete exteriors
ruch ns used In the Alvarado, the
great railway hotel extending several
blocks, is aNo much In evidence.
Two of the handsome buildings of
the place are the Commercial club
and the Elks' hall, the former built
In 1XM ami the latter later at n cost
of jso.min to the "Antlers."
Every
facility for receptions.
Information,
etc.. Is kept In the Commercial club,
while the Elks have a large and magnificent lodge room for themselves,
with lodge rooms for other orders.
banquet hall nnd skating rink which
they rent.
They also have .1 splendid opera
house for which their geographical
position attracts many of the best at
tractions of the American stage. This
building is immense in size and beau
tifully finished ami furnished.
ue
of these buildings Is constructed of
native red sand stone and the other
of brown pressed bricks and both are
models of architecture nnd the build
ers' skill.
Banks nro Solid.
While In Albuquerque something
r the great strength
lie
said
snould
of Its hanks, one of which has two
million, eight hundred thousand dollars deposits, with another one and
a half millions, with other lesser, out
flourishing financial Institutions. Elth-o- f
the first two distances any other
bank either In Arizona or New Mex

ico.
New Mexico as well as Texas has
1 nisi was its chief
some of her laws, so
start toward the been changing
important euy it 13 today, and when the saloons open only the back doors
to this it has been made a great wool on Sunday, Gambling was formerly
market and one of the big lumber licensed by the state at JITiO per
folks.

points of the west its financial and
industrial supremacy was secure.
Albuquerque lies in the valley of
the Bio Grande as It divides in twain
the territory and the river is a much
more pretentious stream here than
where the Santa Fe first strikes It in
Its southern course. The town lies at
the foot of a success of great hills
"mesa," or table land, which overlook it from an eminence of some
hundred feet, and from this great
elevation the city water supply is obtained in wells and stored In an immense earthen reservoir which gives
all the pressure desired In the waterworks for tire or the ordinary use of
water.
In llio Foothills.
This elevation Is really the foothills of mountains which Ho twelve
or fifteen miles beyond, but which
look to the naked eye in that clear
atmosphere to be only a few hundred yards distant. Through
the
valley In which the city Is situated,
as well as up and down the river a
great deal of irrigation Is carried on.
ditches being led about with swift
flowing streams rushing boldly nbout
In all directions to finally find their
way back to the river.
Alfalfa Is far and uwny the principal crop, except an occasional good
patch of oats and the market gardens in the outskirts of the city
which seem to be in a highly flourishing conditions. Otherwise agriculture about the environs of Albuquerque seem to be strictly an amateur
pastime.
The fact that the city lies so close
to the river and because of the shal-lodepth to water on the river's
level and its consequent nearness to
the surface, causes all f'Srms of tree
life to flourish in the highest degree.
Its streets being lined with large and
beautiful cotton woods, silver maple
una oilier rorest trees that attain
an Immense growth In Just a fewyears.
Beautiful Orchard.
Apples, pears, peaches and other
fruit trees attain tine size and look
splendidly, but owing to mild winter
and late frost they nro bearing no
fruit this season.
The magnificent sidewalk trees, the
beautiful homes and yards and the
large electric car lines, and commanding business buildings assure the
stranger at once that he Is within
the gates of a city which has the
right to herald Its Importance and
boast of its achievements.
Albuquerque has attained to a
postoftlce of first class with $4 0,000
postal receipts, having long en loved
the carriers.
Long straight streets
with miles and miles of the most
substantial concrete paving, as well
as the viaduct which takes vou over
vast acres of railroad switches with
cars as thick as thev can stand
thereon, readily strengthen your Impressions of its claim to cltyhood.
laimlter ami Sheep.
Mining in this Immediate section
Is followed In a desultory sort of
way. but it Is railroading, sheep and
lumber that do the business. Excepting Montana, no state equals
In sheep raising, while train-load- s
of great pine trees brought in
dally from splendid forests nearby
keep perhaps a thousand men ns
busy ns bees.
Many of these trees measure more
t
than three feet In diameter ami
the most beautiful planks and
timbers of different kinds. In the
saw mill proper an engine and boiler
with over six hundred horse power
(drive wheel twenty feet In diameter
and four feet wide) gives an Idea of
the power required.
Belt saws and moving machinery
deftly handle and switch the logs anil
planks and do the work of the place
:.s smoothly as if human hands had
performed It all. I'ifTerent widths,
lengths and grades are swiftly Hurried wherever desired and refuse Is
taken by conveyors to the furnaces
and the saw dust from the numerous
aws s sucked up 111 long and immense blow pipe and carried to the
different engines of the plant and to
the electric plant, besides enough
more to run several other engines Is
blown into an Immense furnace built
for the purpose and burned to prevent In needless accumulating
Great. LiiiiiIht Mill.
Parries in position to know informed us that the yard of this mill
had constantly stacked more 'ban
u million
dollars worth of limber.
All over this yard ate trestle ways
as high as the first siory of the mill
so that the lumber can
be
more
easily and readily handled and so
that mud in bad weather cannot inter, fere.
When the i.igs an first 'irought to
the mill they are thrown Into an
artificial lake supplied from the Itio
Grande Irrigation ditches and here
they are permitted
Mioroughly
to
soak, to ease the woik of the saws.
W!i! iv there Is no time f ir the green
w

New-Mexic-
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MUTTON IS LOW SOCORRO
IN EASTERN

WILE BE BIG

MARKETS

EVENT

NSW MEXICO

Caplial and Surplus, $100,000
s

INTEREST

Higher.

Made Dally.

Kansas City. Mo., August 1. The
Western llockmuster probably Is the
wisest marketer in the live stock
trade. He has to deal with sheep,
tile class of stock subject to the most
violent price llueluatlons on the
market,
has
and his experience
taught him the lesson of patience
and bow to spend a few dollars In
order to save a hundred. He has not
only distance to overcome, but also
many times I awall the convenience of the railroads and unneces
sary delays, yet, taking his marketing the year around he is the most
consistent ami nervy of all men who
market their stock on the hoof and In
large numbers.
1 '.astern Market
Ioucr.
Prices of sheep the last three
weeks In the eastern markets haye
'been 60 to T.'i cents lower than In
Kansas City. Thousands of native
lambs In Chicago have gone over the
scales TiO to 73 cents below cost.
Louisville and Cincinnati markets,
at which points Kentucky and Tennessee rind an outlet for their sheep,
have been 75 cents to Jl lower than
here. Choice West Virginia lanubs
sold
In Jersey City
last week at
$7.25, as compared with $7.70 for
native lambs in Kansas City. Regardless of these prices the easterners are rushing their lambs to market to be added to un already excessive supply.
sheep are not meeting
Western
any reverse in prices. Chicago Is
still paying a slight margin
over
Kansas City prices, but the westerner who, unfortunately, was on th-road to market when his less skilled
eastern brother started the market
downward by unwise marketing, had
his sheep sidetracked at some feeding point near a large market ami
will send In only a few carloads at
and, by constant marketing, will
nurse prices rather than demoralize
them.
Small
Here Ijist Week.
Iist week Kansas City received
only 13.800 sheep, yet that was due
to no shortage in the supply In this,
territory. More than twice that many
are In neafby feeding lots awaiting
the clearing of the eastern mutton
market. Of course the westerner
sometimes loses out y holding his
offerings, as feeding Is expensive, and
he is occasionally forced to throw
them on a ragged market, but he is
not willing to take chances with a
dilapidated demand before he has
tried a little doctoring by keeping
the offerings away.
The eastern
markets generally
maintain a margin of 25 to 50 cents
over Kansas City. This represents
the difference in freight shrinkage,
but at the season of the year when
one eastern Ibx-is ready to move
they all go at once and generally
break prices 75 cents to $1.25, while
the western ftockmaster generally
gets his sheep In condition and slides
Into the market in numbers more in
keeping with the demand. About ten
day9 ago 100 carloads of sheep from
Arizona and New Mexico were headed this way. but the unfavorable
market prospects have caused them to
disappear as completely as if they
had been swallowed, so far as the
trade Is concerned The owner 13
watching the market.

Socorro, X. M., Aug. 1. (SmtIhI)
tor several years past the
word
has Iimi'Ti ii!i.4nil
...... ni l..,, ...
friim
.,1..
i,v
i
la'.'.i
and town to town in New Mexico,
that Mocorro known as the "(Join
City'! of the territory was a "dead
one." Had some of the 'knuflo.ru"
however, benn trHi.nt ut lha mu.t- ing of business men of the community, who met Irrespective of party,
utllliation or religious creed, und organized "The Socorro County Fair
Association," anS had witnessed the
!1

nil

u lili.l,

wti t li Iwhi am

Finance:

rook J.

(5. E.

J. K. Torres.

v.

Yto

laak

nrimih.

ALBUQUERQUE,

Roost
For the Socorro Coiintv

liiiiiilK

ilaiii's

u. s. DKfomiTomrr
Authorised Capital
Paid Dp Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeks

aPUKlfek

a

i

mWt
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&

1500.011.11

$25.000.M

Santa Fe kallwiy Company

Colic,

C holera
and
r
ltcmcriy,
'J'lmii TIiiih' DiH'tors.
i
"Three years ago we had three
doctors with our little boy and everything that they could do seemed in
vain. At last when all hope seemed
to be gone we began using Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Diarrhoea Hemedy and In a few hours he
began to improve. Today he Is as
healthy a child as parents wish for."
Mrs. R J. Johnston, Linton, Miss.
For sale by all druggists.

DIurrlMH--

Ih-ttc-
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IT WEANS HTM
The running of a bank account has a
tendency to wean a man from habits of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save

money.

1

The
Railway

of
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;:

2

::

..

::

We are always glad to assist those
who destre to "turn over a new leaf."

Mexican Central
Standard

MEW MEXICO

c,;

PVilr

STATE NATIONAL BANK

Mexico

From the north to the south
and with its branch lines reaches the most important cities,
such as Chihuahua, Torreon,
Zacatecas, Aguascalientes, San
Louis, Potosl, Tamplco, Irapua-tGuadalajara,

2nd and

ALBUQUERQUE

Cctfc

2nd ami Cold

o,

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

The City of Mexico

1

and many other places worth
seeing.
The I tidiest Mining, Lumber
and Cottle Producing Ijimls
Made Accessible by This
Great System.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Can learn of much that Is
Intensely Interesting and create
to visit the

a desire

LAND Or THE
MONTEZUMAS
by

obtaining a map folder of th
Mexican Central Hallway, as In
It are to be found brief sketches of plaots and things In Mexico that, for grandeur, antiquity
and historical value, have no
equal In the World.
Folders, rates and all Information furnished on application

5

Wholesale Grocers

TOURISTS

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
J

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

j

to

C. F. BERNA
Commercial Agent

Whoje Fault I. It?

The plan of your new house may
be correct, but unless you have good
building material you're going to be
disappointed "That's What!" "it's
up to you" to Insist that every stick
of lumber that goes into your house
cornea from this house then you'll
get the right thing at the right price
every time.

EL PASO, TEXAS.
MCRDOCK,
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Dealers In Groceries, ProvUlona, Ua
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquoi
and Cigars, place your orders fe
this line with us.
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ETHER'S

Solicits

OrriGCRS AND DmmCTORB
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
Preaidsmt
M. W. FLOURNOY
VIc'" President
FRANK MCKBB
R. A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLD8
Director

San Marclal and Albuquerque,
imin sure to ue there;
Magdalena and Helen
San Antonio and Carthage too,
Will meet the boys from Kelly
And a big time will ensue.

JAP-A-La-

god-sen- d

and

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Thos. F. Keleher

U mm mm 1mm U U cniij.birth. The thought
of the suffering and danger in store for her, robs the expectant mother
of all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, nnd casts over her a
shadow of gloom which cannot be shaken off. Thousands of women
have found that t!.a use of Mother's Friend during pregnancy robs
confinement of all pain and danger, and insures safety to life of mother
and child. This scientific liniment is &
to all women at the)
time of their most critical trial. Not only does Mother's Friend
carry women safely through the perils of child-birtbut its use
gently prepares the system for the coming event, prevents 'morning
sickness," and other dis
comforts of tliis period.
HL&Mi
Sold by all druggists at
gftj j
per do i tic. iJooK
aWMa
IPIW
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The Cradlicld Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ga.
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DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE
RY.

slngl ng:
Boost, Hoost,

father.

Is an ordeal which all
women approach with
indescribable fear, for

of Gtorngses

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. President; W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. 3.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh. J. C. Baldrldge. Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnct, O. E. Cromwell.
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and Grounds:
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Sweet, Aug. Winkler, Abran Abeyta.
(
eliibratlo!. and KventsV. H.
Hill, W. E. Martin, K. J. Leeson.
fximc .Attractions.
or. ,.,..,....H....
With
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.....u ..f u.
which is well known to be Bt"i.Ll,SII,
composed
of straightforward,
energetic, safe,
bust nes men, success Is assured.
Park irrillinds hnV'O nlrnnHir Knan
puivhused, and leveled, and the contract let for building the grand stand
and enclosure.
The formal opening of the new
park will be at the iirst annual fair
of the Socorro County Fair association, which will be held Sept.
i.
nml
...nt
...... 3il of , ii. v ii II,.,.,
Liiiitj iiicii;
will
be seen some of the fastest base
ball ever played in New Mexico, horse
rilCeS. foot raees. Sllftf ranta
Viiivrrt
races, pole vaulting, high Jumping.
umau juill.pillg, etc.
As a result evervh.nl v Ir, f,m-lu

FATHER

I'll stop your pain tree.
To show
you first before you spend a penny
what my Pink Pain Tablets can do, I
will mall you free, a Trial Package of
them Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets.
Neuralgia, Headache. Toothache, Period pains, etc., are due alone to blood
congestion.
Dr. Shoop's Headache
Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing
away the unnatural blood pressure.
That Is all. Address Dr. Snoop, Racine, Wis. Sold by all dealers.

DEPOSITS

liullding

RIDE

Solomonville, Ariz., Aug. 1. Notwithstanding the fact that he had
been released from the penltentiary
at iuma less than two months ago.
lobe Lavy is in a lair way to return
to that institution again almost immediately.
Iicy s service was for cattle rustl
ing, and he Is now in Jail at .Solomonville charged
with horse stealing.
The offense was committed in Gra
county,
ham
near Duncan.
The pluck of Lucy's
daughter nearly saved him from arrest. When the otllcers traced him
to his home she mounted a horse and
rode beside him until their horses
were exhausted.
She kept so near him In the mad
chase that the otllcers In pursuit
dared not shoot lest they kill her
also.
Her frail body, however, was un
equal to the task she had set for it
and after having kept herself between her father and the otllcers for
a number of miles her strength gave
out and she was compelled to discontinue her protection and the otllcers
were then emubled to capture her

SAVINGS

Extends to Depositor Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, 1110,000.00.
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Traverses the Republic
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Willi Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facllltls.

they would have carried away
a large placard which read. "liooMl-er.- "
t l,t
The orkrji
uaa
n n
!
nniiA.l
' "
I! V. l...
........ iJ
A.l....,j.i
li'tiTiir Aniful.,
dent; Conrado A. llacu, secretary and
treasurer; t
j. ravage, manager..1
V)lf lli.iiai',1 r.f illraolnrd la rt , ..-of Kstevan Haca, Anton Mayer and
.iiuiiiou lucres.
1 he standing committees nre ns fal
vailed,

seven months, the range was parched,

Life Insurance.
cents you can now
For twentv-flv- e
Insure yourself and family against
any bad results from an attack of
enli, ,,r ,1 i;i rrhot.n
tile Slim
mer months. That Is the price of a
l',, lie Chol
l..,ttl.. ,.f 'l, ir.,l,..rl
era and Diarrhoea Remedy, a medicine that has never been known to
fall." Buy It now. It may save life.
For sale by all druggists.

.

Kansas City Prices are 50 Arrangements for First-ClasCents Per Hundred
Attractions are Being

the Rancr.
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FAIR
ALBUQUERQUE

Bci-clpt- s

But It had not rained for more than
cattle were very poor, and reported
dying in some cases, and It made a
fellow long to get back to old Tie Witt
county, where all the lands nre not
quite so fertile or fresh, but where
a kind providence sends the early
and later rain and where the efforts
of the husbandman
are commonly
followed by bounteous harvests.
Good land also obtains about Mar-f- a
nnd Alpine, but it was dry till the
country nbout lel Itio and t'valde
was reached. Here the range was
green and pretty from recent good
rains and crops In Kinney nnd I'val-d- e
counties while backward, looked
healthy and promising. But to digress, it might be observed that the
country for many miles beyond Del
precipitous
Itio Is rocks and very
seemingly designed for little else than
a vast waste of building material and
an indifferent goat ranch.
At this season we should ent spar
ing and properly.
We should also
help the stomach ns much ns pos
sible by the use of a little Kodol occasionally Kodol for Indigestion and
Iiyspepsia will rest the stomach by
actually digestion of the food Itself.
Sold by J. H. o ltlelly & Co.

AUGUST

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

table. This has been repealed and
no more such permits will be Issued.
Those in force expire with this year
and the new statute will be effective
Imposing a fine of several hundred
dollars nnd six months In the penitentiary for shuffling paste boards.
Ilncatlonnl I ncllltlcs.
Albuquerque
bis n number of
colleges and universities,
not the
least Interesting of her schools being
a government institution for Indians
where more than Ave hundred boys
and girls nre taught saddlery, carpentry, domestic arts, etc., In addition to a liberal ncademlc course. In
the summer the boys go to Colorado
state from the school to assist In
gathering the crops from her irrigated lands.
lVnving Albuquerque
the Valley
of the Rio Grande furnishes but one
place In consequence till El Paso is
reached, nnd that Is Las Cruces,
where Irrigation is extensively practiced.
It seemed to have been a
long time since It rained In the territory and where the Rio Grande
was not turned over the land It presented a very parched appearance. El
Paso Is a splendid bustling city, possible 50 per cent larger than Albuquerque. Here for many miles the
Bio Grande river Is led out over a
pleasant valley making all nature
smile and producing about all of
verdure or vegetation In that region.
Where these ditches cense white
drifting sand almpst as barren as a
nock surfeits the view for scores of
miles, until It tapers off into the
beautiful black prairie
lands thnt
mark the approach of Valentine, Jeff
Davis county.
big
Here
northern
companies are buying up nnd exploiting the country.
introducing
steam plows with their traction engines.
Before reaching Valentine a GIRL'S. WILD
fine herd of antelope was seen from
the car wlndyw grazing upon the
prairie.
On
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Meat Market
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Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KL1EXWOKT
Masonic Building, North T'ulr5 Bits
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B. PUTNEY
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Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries u
In the Southwest.

i

THE WHOLESALE

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVE.VUE.
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Introducing a Hero and a Pirate

EVENING

SMELTER WILLGO INDIANS
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breaking in
needed

Classified Advertisements!
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PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
1IFXP WANTED.
UKLF WANTliD If that Is your
crying need, a want ad in The
Evening Citizen's want column will
assure you of plenty of employes.
"Itknds
On
Pianos, Organ
Furniture,
WANTED.
with
the foot
wagons
ana omer Liuimi:
WANTED Two or ihr.To ,Am fnr nurre,
or also on SALARIES AND WARS
housekeeping.
light
furnished
The flexible sole Red Crosd
Muskogee. I. T., Aug. 1. In the
Several dnvs since. Canon City,
Also stable room for HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low aa 11
unfurnished.
Indian towns (clans) of
Colo., announced that the smelter of forty-seve- n
Z., this olliee.
as high as $!00. Loam are I shoe iS COift TO
and
Ct u 16 ftVttl
one
horse.
company the Creek nation there are now belns WANTED At once, competent girl quickly made and strictly
MinlnR
the
prlrate 'Ae
start.
nouse-worwould be built In that city, but It was held the annual green corn dances
general
cooking
year
and
glyen
to do
Time: One month to one
believed here until late yesterday The bootlegger Is busy and the In
Small family; no washing; Goods remain In your
possession
The burning and a
evening that Albuquerque might be dian, after he has danced, will eat
7U2
wages.
Stern,
high
Mrs.
Simon
green corn for the tlrst time this
Our rates are reasonable. Call an
seleded as the point for the location year.
avenue.
Copper
West
:aused
by stiff soles and the
see us before borrowing.
of the plant. A telegram from 1.
An Indian will not eat roasting WANTED An experienced saleslady
F. McCainm. who has been in NewLOAN
CO.
THE
HOUSEHOLD
ivils
of
thin soles are pre
steady
Good
for department store.
York for several days looking after enrs until after the green corn dance.
place for the right party. Address Steamship tickets to and from a vented bv the Red Cross.
custom
this cltv's Interests with the officials This is an old superstitious
It
parts of the world.
"A. H." this office.
company, was re- rigldlv observed among the full
of the
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg
mables a woman to be on her
ceived late yesterday by O. L. Brooks bloods. The custom Is so old that It WANTED Dining room girls. Apply
303 H West Railroad Ave,
904 South Third street. At Meyers
president of the Commercial club, Is Impossible to get a clear idea as to
Feet for hours at a time with
PRIVATE OFFICES.
dances
KOREIiT.
House.
FUKEY CRUST.
stating that the smelter would be iO Its origin. The green corn
In
time
same
are
held
about
the
ei.cJ
reor
Open Evening.
Canon
at
Florence
:omfort.
car
either
carpenters,
cated
Car
.WANTED
1m
Hubert, on the left. He Is the hero. This, on the City. Colo. Today a telegram states town, although where there are In
Reader, this
pairers, laborers, needed at Alburight, is Flukey Cm-it- .
the pilule. Headers. Hubert. Readers, .Flakey that Canon City has been definitely dian towns close together different
querque
Master
with
shops.
SALESMEN
Confer
WANTED.
A stylish
Crust. Hubert and Flukey Crust, the Readers. Consider yourselves
dates are sometimes tlxed so that
selected as the location.
Mecha nlc for detail s.
This smelter Is an Independent con the towns may attend Killeach dance V ANTED Teople who want some-thlnIndians at
CARDS
cern, not owned by the trust, an There are from 50 to
to advertise In The Citizen's PROFESSIONAL
Now, what Is it all about? Oh, it rade.
these dances, although when some
while it would be comparatively a big
A few lines cost but
want
column.
story
by
is
The
a
called
"Enslaved
absolutely
off
pulled
the
is
celebration
nuni
Is adventure on the sea, the kind
small plant, would be of considera few cents but bring returns an
Pirate; nr. Robert's Rendezvous With able
LAWYERS.
to any community, hence ber runs up to 600 or 600.
benefit
that is full of breathless interest, in- the
fold.
hundred
Rovers."
cpmfortcble
Indian Mttlicliic.
the Commercial club began an active
terest so breathless It can hardly keep
Ira M. Bond.
The green corn dance Is nroeedot WANTED Ladles who wish stylish
CHARACTERS.
campaign some time since to secure
Call
apprentice.
Also
dressmaking.
LAW.
by
ATTORNEY
In
F.Sl.
AT
Flakey Crust, a pirate.
Tills
a
from suffocating.
also
It will be In 12
June.
busk
held
II
the industry for Albuquerque.
612 North N. W.. Washington, D. C.
on Miss C. P. Crane,
chapters, and will begin in The CitiAt
town artair.
Robert, a boy.
Pensions
of the company visited the city Is an annual
Second street. Millinery at half land patents,
zen tomorrow, with a picture for each
Pirates, prisoners, passengers, per- frenuentlv and every concession they the June usk the Indians drink
copyrights,
caveats
price.
sons and people.
chapter. If you like pirate stories
met and which is supposed to keep them
asked was satisfactorily
patents, trade marks, claims
At once, woman to do letter
and you do you will enjoy this
Time Once upon.
verv obiectlon overcome. For n free from disease until the next sea WANTED
R. W. D. nryau.
story. It is a surpassing story, surhousework;
small family, good
Place The Spanish Main, mainly. time It seemed probable
that the son. The drink is brewed from I lie
passing like coffee; and a veracious
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
Watch for It, read It, and see which smelter would be located here, but root of a certain weed. It is brewed
wiges. Inquire Mrs. F. E. Sturges,
one, veracious like a fish story. It is pets the more surprises you or the nn the
que, N. M.
423 North Second street.
company recently by the medicine man of each town
N: Sr. Rti Ota
Office,
First Natlone
a funny story, funny as a circus pa hero.
Ftuiu Celt BlmckTt
tiurehased a million dollar zinc re and he keeps secret his medicine.
building.
Bank
WANTED.
MEN
a lire,
duetlon plant near Canon City, the While It Is being boiled overpass
every
MEN WANTED Somewhere
beE. W. Dobson.
officials of the concern finally decld no man or dog Is allowed to
you are looking for a jod
day.
If
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
lire.
man
and
the
medicine
Offlet
tween
the
close
ed to erect the new smelter In
POOR
CitiEvening
In
put
a
want
The
ad
Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. 14 )xfords,
loxiniitv to that plant in oracr to If such a thing occurs the medicine
i
do
will
and
want
column
zen's
Is thrown away and more prepared.
rnneentrate their Interests.
the rest.
DKNTISTS.
The cost of the new plant will also Why the Indians assemble in" crowds
3
THOW POOR WALDOV
ceremonial n
building
this unpleasant
ACT
by
in
for
ligh Shoes,
it
greatly
reduced
be
Co
KENT.
FOK
'
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
WOULD ENJOY THIS
connection with the zinc reduction not known.
j4.oo
furnishDental Surgeon.
Sometime Hnvc Trouble.
OH KENT Pleasant, well
works. The latter plant was built
'LI'HTFU''
For the green corn dance the In
ed front rooms, near business cenRooms 2 and 2. Barnett building
in Colorado to light the trust and af
Corner over O'Rlelly's drug store. Phon
ter;
owners dians assemble and the squaws cook
rates
Let us fit you.
ter a stormy existence. Itsvery
Sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear. No. 744. Appointments made by mat.
low large kettles full of corn cut from
were clad to sell it for a
pieces
compnny.
big
In
of beef FOR RENT A few nicely furnished
the cob, putting
mice to the
111. C. A. KLLEK,
"his was the point wnicn aeiermineu and pork with it. Each Indian has
rooms, with use of bath, very reaPentlsr.
a bowl and getting his portion sits
the location of the smelter.
Hotel Cralge, X. T. Armljo Building.
no
Invalids.
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I
Phone
on the ground. A dance will some
avenue, between First and
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Silver
121 Railroad Artnoa
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There
Eklinund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
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Second streets.
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in
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feast
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has two other
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m. to I p. m. Both phones. Ap
J. R. Block. Jemex
hence he Is not discouraged by the The Indians after this severe med
Springs, N. M.
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column
The Citizen's
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funeral of the late William Itolander L'henev & Co.. doing Imslness In the
Ticket Office, 113 Central avenue, fice hours 8 to 12 and 2 to 6, 7 to 8
was held this afternoon followed by Cilv of Toledo. County and State afore
June Is! to Sept. 30tii
Member American Ticket Brokers' p. m.
sum
Interment at the National cemetery said, ana mat I sumEDnrm win pay me each
Association.
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free.
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KILL the COUGH
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Dr. King's
New Discovery

Don't Ruin Your Best Horse Going for a Doctor
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Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
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PERSONAL
PA 11 A

K A P II S

Owltifr to the fiirt that evon I
the best carrier hoys The Cltl- - 4
will now 4
r.i'ii Is able to
e

and SLIPPERS

WOMEN'S OXFORDS

Just the kind of shoes you need
For house, dress and street wear.
They are sty lish. fit well and fenl
for the hot weather.
they grve.
Their cost Is but nominal as compar ed with the saU.f;u-;!unolo
Donpoln Oxfords, light or
Mci Kid OxfortK light or hciny soles
Patent Kid Oxfords, light or heavy solos
Canvas Oxfords, light or hiNtvy soles
Kid Slippers light soles
Vli
Vict Kid Sauduls, light soles

v7

$1.50
2.23
2.50
1.50
1.10
1.50

1.6.

2.50
3.00
2.00
1.50
1.25

1.75
3.00
3.50
2.25
1.75
2.00

Call on

1

Reliance Electric Co.
Cor. 5th St and Central Ave.

We Have the Largest Stock of

1

1

Fixtures Ever Seen in the City

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

321-32-

3

HARDWARE
W.R.R.Ave.

GO.

Tinners

Alaska Refrigerators
Our

Savin
Ice Pads

Line of

und then fall to deliver your pa- .ii ami also owing to the fact
that your neighbor may now
mid then unthinkingly npprop- rlate The I 'It ir.cn left at your
door and forget to return It.
with
this paper has arranged
the Postal Telegraph company
to deliver yu an extra copy In
the event that yours falls to
reach you. There Is no addition- al expense to you. If your pa- per does not reach you by reg- ular parrier call up the Postal
company
Telegraph
PHONK
M'MBICU 36 and tell them. A
messenger boy will supply you
with a copy of The Citizen. In
this manner, we can also keep
track of the "misses" of our
own carriers nnd you can get
your paper rain or shine.
HKMKMHKU THE NUMBER
PHONE 3.
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4
4
4
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4
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4

4
4
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K. P. Ames left last night for Pittsburg.
Charley Varley left for Las Vegas
this morning.
II. P. Hall will leave for Los Angeles tonight.
ts
A. V. Clelland has gone to Los
on a visit.
I!en Welller arrived
here from
Denver last night.
Mrs. M. 51. Hawthorne
returned
frjm California last night.
,M.
C. Wagner departed for
Mrs.
Long Reach, Cal.. last night.
D. J. Mullis left last night for Ronton, where he contemplates remainAn-gel-

If in Need of Fixtures
g

El ENING CITIZEN.
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ing.
Mrs. Minnie Wagner and son, Arthur, left for Los Angeles last evening.
Miss Elsie Rruhne will leave for
Los Angeles today to spend the sum-

mer.
Attorney O. X. Matron will leave
tonight tor Louisville, Ky., on business .
Lee Reydler and wife will leave the
first of next week for a trip lit California.
Miss Imogene Clark, of Las Vegas,
will arrive In the city today to visit
friends.
Lot 16, block D, has been sold to
I. A. Carter by Mlna Wenke.
Sale
recorded today.
A. B. MoGaffey left last night for
Kettner, where his family Is spending the summer.
Lou Holz will leave the latter part
of the week for a two weeks' visit
In JSan Francisco.
Mrs. C. F. Meyers will leave this
week for the coast, where she will
spend the rest of the summer.
Attorney M. C. Ortiz, who has been
ill with rheumatism for four days,
is able to be around again today.
Miss Glenna Imel left for her home
In Missouri last night. She will make
a short stop In Colorado Springs.
Albert Kippenberg and mother, of
St. Louis, will arrive In the city this
afternoon, to visit Mrs. Joe R. Scot 11.
Sllvestre Mlrabnl, a member of the

last territorial legislature, from San
Rafael, N. M., Is In the city on business today.
J. H. Maples arrived In the city
last night.
Rev. R. A. Morley, of Las Vegas,
has gone to Chicago on business.
Dr. and Mrs. A. Frenyes, of Pasadena, Cal., u:e visiting friends In Santa Fe.
I. A. Dye, who has been In the
Jemez mountains for somu time, will
return tonight.
Miss Reulah Duncan, of Las Vegas,
Is the guest of the Misses Seligmun
at Santa Fe.
II. U. Christian, of Los Angeles, arrived In the city the early pin t of t lie
week to accept a position with the
Santa Fe.
have
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ehle
to Santa Fe, accompanied
returned
by I Jr. David 4napp, from San
liar-nardln- o,

Cal.
John J. S.iutherland, formerly with
Company in this city, but
Armour
now residing in San Martial, is in
the city today.
D. D. llr inson, chief Inspector of
returned today
the forest service,

from Alani'igordo, where he has been
on official business.
Samuel Livingston and wife left
night before last for Trinidad. Later
they will go to the Upper Pecos for
a three weeks' outing.
V. 13. Clark, of 707 South Edith
street, accompanied by his wife and
son, returned last night from a vlolt
of six weeks with friends In Chicago and eastern Kansas,
Rev. Father Jules Derashes, chaplain of St. Michael's college at Santa Fe, Is in the city having come here
to consult a medlcul specialist.
Express Messenger J. H. Maples,
arrived from Denver last night to
K. Park on the
succeed Mesi-ngeCity run.
Albuquerque-Silve- r
Roy E. Seitz. of the department of
commerce and labor, returned la.-- t
night from Hernallllo, where he went
to seeure the divorce statistics of San.
doval county.
W. E. Gortner has returned to Las
Vegus from a visit in Uoshen, Ind.
He was accompanied by Miss Beck,
of that city, who will visit in Las
Vegas for some days.
O. H. Van Stone, manager for the
Hughes Mercantile company at
and Morlarty, spent this afternoon in Albuquerque on business. He
will return to the Estancla valley
via Santa Fe.
Frank Dale, the actor, is reported
as being very weak at the St.
Joseph hospital today, and he may
not live through the night. He ha
been conscious nearly all day. and is
has been
quite rational. Nothing
heard from any relatives or friends
he may have.
ia
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We alwnjs Keep up the highest
standard in quality, style and finish
in our foot wear and give values that
will appeal to you. We are offering
better shoes for the same money than
you can buy from others, not the
our
same shoes for less money, a
shoes have distinctive features that
fitters
comfortable
will make them
and substantial wearers. Give them a
trial. O. May's shoe store, 314 Weet
Central avenue.

Cream
Freezers

the
most
complete
in the city
is

T

lont

Vnno One.)

which showed the marks of the

lead-

en balls in entering and leaving the
body.
I:Iiiiiiiin1 Clmse'n Ilody.

I.nst week, before the trial began
a deputy sheriff accompanied by two
medical experts went to Torrance
county nnd exhumed the body of
James Chase.
The reason for so doing has not yet
come to light, except In the testimony
as to the location and effect of the
wounds.
The deputy sheriff Rtated that despite the fact that Chase had been
burled two years, his body was
His features could be readily
recognized nnd his body was In sucn
a state of preservation that the bullet
holes could be readily traced.
The clothing In which the remains
were burled was also In good condition.
Many Peoplo In ftstanda. .
This term of court Is attracting
wl'lo spread attention In
Torrance
county and there are several hundred
people here.
The Clark case Is attracting attention but the center of Interest will be
the trial of Domingo Vnlles, charged
with the murder of J. Francisco
Chaves nt Pagosn, Springs.
There being no adequate Jail, Val-le- s
who Is here, Is allowed to walk
about under guard of a deputy sher-IfT.- v
His hands and feet are shackled
until he can not move rapidly nnd
he Is kept under close surveillance.
Captain Fred Fnrnoft with mem-ber- g
of the New Mexico mounted police are also In Estancla.
When the Valles case comes to
trlnl. It Is understood here that there
developwill be some Interesting
ments.
en-ta-

Clothing Specials
100

two-piec-

suits to close

e

nt

The.se were formerly $10.00 and $15.00
100 three piece suits to close

These nre odds and ends worth $14.00 and $15.00
200 choice business suits to close

at

All $18.00 and $20.00

and

$22.00 godds.

7.50
15.00

Furnishing Specials
60 dozen shirts, worth 7Gc, to close

at

50

dozen shirts, worth $1.60, to close

at
CO

dozen shirts, worth $1.75 and $2.00

at

to close

Hanan & Douglas Shoes

75c
95c
1.45

We believe we have the two most popular lines of
shoes in their respective classes in the United States.
For style and durability the Hanan stands alone at
$5 to $6.50, and for popular priced goods at $3.50
and $4, the Douglas shoe is unexcelled for honest value

fcJSSL,

SIMON STERN

i

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

109 North First 8t.
All Kindt of Indian and Maxlean Goods. Tha Chaapast
Plaea to bay Navajo Blankals and Maxlean Drawn Work

riCKMCKEUS AVD OTILEKSS AT- TENTION.
Call at 114 W. Central Ave., and
receive FREE a folding drinking cup

Mall Ordara Carefully and Promptly rilled.

COAL

FRESH FISH

FOR CASH ONLY

$6.50
6.50
8.50
9.00

Channel Cat Fish
Fresh Mackerel
Barracuda
Red Snapper
Salmon

"t

9.50
6.00

WOOD
LUMBER MILL WOOD.

Factory

V.

$ 7.50

nt

Spend a vacation at Faywood Hot
Springs, 'tis first class and easy to
reach.

Green

1907.

Our Green Tag Sale is over, and it has been
a very successful one.
We have sold most of
our summer stock but still have a few choice
things left over, which we are willing to sell at
remarkably low prices, as our fall stock will
soon arrive.

The Mcintosh Rrowns mid the
fliiinrron Swastikas ct Traction I'urk
Saturday at 3::l0 o'clock unil Sunday
at 3 o'clock.
,

1.

Extra Specials

SH00T1NGI IN

(Continued

AfOfST

SOME

DID

American Block per ton
Cerrillos Lump
Anthracite Nut
Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, furnace sizes
Clean (las Coke
on
Smithing Coal.
Conceded the best kidney water
earth, Fay wood Hot Springs.

Zeiger Cafe

Ice

EVERYBODY

with the compliments of
Bring us your Jon tyonc. Price? C.
II. CAIINKS. THE R. II. AVE.
the very lowest and the work will
OITICIAN.
stand Inspection nnywhere. Business
Eye Glasses and Spectacles.
and calling cards a specialty.

White

Refrig-

IIIIIUSDAY.

T

H. HAHN

&

$2.50
S.25

GO.

3

Will Be Open for Evening Dinner

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

Thursday Evening
At S O'Clock

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,

Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

er6s.

Peck

115-11- 7

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between ftaliroad and Coppar Ave., Tel. 74

WATER
COOLERS

Co.

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

LAWN

MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

J

FBITT
I

Lll 11

1 1

Diamond" Palace

"When in Need of Eye Help
Consult Us."

RAILROAD AVE

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

Diamond, Watcbea, Jewelry, Cut filass. Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

3 6 Dozen Mens'

Underwear

We Invite

LLI1I
122 S.

SeconrJ-1-

ft
U

Gold

Avenue

tense

36DozenMeris'
Underwear

I

OUR REASON
We ordered by wire a solid case of Underwear on
May 25th. It has been delayed in transit all summer
and has just reached us. This is a fine grade of White
Unbleached, Ribbed Underwear with French neck and
shaped to fit the form. It's worth 75 cents a garment
and should have been all sold at this figure had it arrived in season.
In order to move it without delay we have placed
the entire 36 Dozen on sale at 50 cents a garment.
Mail orders promptly filled. Sizes, 34 to 50 Shirts; 30
to 50 Drawers.

See Second Street Window
fft, vagi- -

Cur

None Better

Exclusive Opticians

115

W. Gold

19

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

Grinding

and Repairing on Premise

Shaw's Bakery

WHIYMEY GOSWPAMY

It's the talk of the town, those
pies like mother (in law) made.

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

t Phone 1056
and have one delivered.
S:

MlIlliXlCUY
"P
HntM

linim

--

c 1

For the Next Ten Days

At I.fM llmii CiMt
MISS 4'.

1

to I'ltise
SiimiiK'r StiM-k- .
MilliiH-r. ( ItAXK
1'nrlors, M2
North StH"oiil St.
y

Oul
and

FANCY DRY GOODS

Alaska Refrigerators
White Mountain loe Gream Freezers
Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers
Mine and Mill
Plumbino:
Hercules Powder

Slumping .Done to Onler.
Muterlul for

I

224 W.

TICKETS

R.R.

AND

Tinning

High Explosives

Mail Orders Solicited

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Tiansaetlons

Cuarantaao

118 W.

Supplies

Gold

Association Oflea

ROSEKFIEIITS,!

and

and

FANCY JVVORK
Mrs. M. C. Wilson
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